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DID YOUNOT HEAR WHAT FARRAKHAN SAID ABOUT ATON AND 

AKHNATON? WE ARE IT, BROTHERS, AND IT DOESN’T MATTER 

WHO THINKS OR WISHES OTHERWISE-AND 
I need to offer confirmation about yesterday, October the EMIlL’S!! 

16th, and the Million Man “March”. Where was I and why did 

we not write and why did I require her to watch and record the 
We did not allow the Space. Shuttle to launch for the plan was to have the 

fbll event as offered? Because I believe, if you watched at all- 

Shuttle complete the computer direction ccmrdination pathways for the HAARP 
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comes forth and the taking back of dignity and God- 
reality in goodness SHALL RISE NEXT. However, 
between here and there-the enemies of God-TRUTH 
and expression of LOVE shall be attacked and squan- 
dered and riots shall be the chosen happenings as 
attempts are made to destroy the MESSENGERS before 
the world can hear the message. 

The children, however, are purposeless, angry, and 
troubled. They are bright and can see, so they will turn 

C 
against the irresponsible of their own race first (and 
they have done so) and then they will take control of 
their destiny-be it in terror, horror or in goodness. 
They have gone about as far as they can go into the pits 

0 
of despair and abuse. Ah, but those who are in despair 
and desneration-DON’T.FORGET GOD! 

How do “I” feel about the attacks on the messen- 
gers? I feel just fine, friends-when the attacks come 
I know that I am reaching through and whether it be 
through Dharma, Farrakhan, or Little Billy Doolittle, 
it is proof and confirmation that we ARE being heard- 
in spite ofeverything the Adversary can toss against us. 
When the attacks and assaults come against my re- 

and GWEN pulse systems. The plan was to turn 
Washington D.C. into a blood-bath. No, the “march” 
did its PERFECT job-it proved to THE PEOPLE that 
there CAN be something done by “the least among 
God’s people”. 

Do “we” or “you” march to Farrakhan’s tune? No, 
your job is NOT THE SAME as his. But EACH body 
has to do its own job in order that others can then do 
theirs. The media is having to openly show their own 
lies and bigotry today as the ADL REFUSES TO 
HAVE ANY ENCOUNTER AT ALL WITH 
FARRAKHAN. 

The point of Powell not attending, etc. For good- 
ness sakes, the man is half JEW! He has been in the 
Elite society of White Man’s greed and New World 
Order since his YOUTH. Powell is run by the Elite 
CFR and is a total facade put forth to further deceive 
you-the-people. Stop the nonsense and SEE WHAT IS 
BEFORE YOU. 

BELIEVE? 

In testing your own credibility-count them your- 
self. If you need choose between one million or 
400,000-COUNT THE NUMBERS YOURSELF. I 
can guarantee you that if the marchers in Washington 
on Monday past were unruly and riotous, rather than 
righteous, you would have been given a number of far 
more than two million. Ah, but there was a power 
greater than the sum of all the marchers and there was 
only brotherhood and desire for growth and change- 
an accepting of responsibility, on that Mall on Mon- 
day. And THAT only represented the Black broth- 
ers-WHO DARED. Satan is worried this day, read- 
ers, for his days are numbered. Goodness has been 
drained from your societies and bloodletting has been 
accepted within your cultures-but “higher human”ity 
is rearing its head above the crowds as those who have 
nothing more to lose claim their place in God’s 
WORLD. Has it been thus before now? Of course, and 
you were there! Go listen to Mr. Farrakhan’s speech. 
I herein ask that a transcript be obtained of that speech 
in Washington. The man speaks of ATON and mes- 
sengers, Akhnaton of the ONE LIGHT-OF GOD. 
But who will listen? ENOUGH, MY FRIENDS- 
ENOUGH! 

SPACE ,,HUTTLE 

Beware the time following the launching of the 
Shuttle now on the pad, waiting to be launched. It has 
been grounded because GOD INTERVENED! Yes, oh 
shock, I really did say that “God intervened”. God 
will always respond to the petitions of Godly people 

asking voice and expression in the perfection of HIS ceivers- it becomes the most easy route to the sorting 
calling. I often refer to the Negroid races as the “least” as ones sort selves from myself. 
of HIS people. Why? Am I a bigot? No, it is because I told you before and I shall present it again-it is 
they have been brought forth as servants and slaves far more safe for you to be on the list of and 
unto the masses of adversarial rulers. Ah, but the most have journals in your home WHEN THE DAY OF 
relevant thing I can point out to you is that the most RECKONING COMES THAN ALL THE BLOOD AND 
slaves in America came forth from such as the White MONEY YOU CAN SPREAD ON YOUR PASSOVER 
people from Ireland, England and the bonded-races to DOORSILLS OR TAX RECEIPTS. I would suggest 
serve the Elite Politicians and Patricians. The Blacks you scatter a few journals of the Phoenix variety on your 
in the early days of the United States (actually the coffee tables for your own protection when the trouble 
continents of the Americas) were usually placed within comes upon you. I said that this WORD would be your 
the household as servants and were more precious and security-BELIEVE IT. 
more highly “placed” in the order of things than were God (Aton by Egyptian title) said unto Mr. 
the “poor White” people in “bondage”. Look at Appa- Farrakhan to “ask for a million and I SHALL GIVE 
lachia! The Blacks, however, have been mors:‘nota- YOU MORE” and so it came to pass on the day of 
bly” exploited than any, and you had better heed the October 16, in the year 9, day 61, of our Golden Age of 
warnings, for when the Blacks do rise up izr retalia- Change, that twice a million gathered in the city of 
tion-rather than atonement-it will be the worst of Sodom D.C., U.S.A. in the name of Goodness, Light, 
confrontations short of the places of HELL. They alone and preservation of humankind. And God said that 
are a force with which to reckon and, gathered with when two or more are gathered in MY NAME-so shall 
brothers of all races, including the White “common I be among you. I can narrow it down a bit more: 
man”-there will be a HOLY REVOLUTION. This is WHEN ONE OR MORE OF YOU ARE GATHERED IN 
WHY the adversary Elite cannot allow the MESSAGE GOD’S NAME-SO SHALL HE BE WITH YOU! 
OR THE MESSENGER TO PASS UNALTERED- TIME AS YOU NOW EXPERIENCE IT SHALL 
THEY THAT WHEN GOD BECOMES THE BE NO MORE! 
FOCUS-THEY SHALL FALL AS FLIES BEFORE However, in the eight steps to higher growth, the 
THE “RAID”. This adversarial New World Order game gets more difficult and seemingly hard-but an- 
filled with misfits and greedy filth has tried to destroy chored in truth, the choices get ever so much easier, 
every symbol of decency-but obviously they have chelas. As you begin to better UNDERSTAND, you 

failed. In their own greed and usurpation they have cannot be pulled away. As you release the ego control 
built an army of “underdogs” who are mad as Hell and over your being and become learned in the courses of 
will not take it any more. But the message is Truth and GOD, you have no need of sorrow or doubts-for each 
the messenger is Truth and all the lies of the media and incident becomes a positive CONFIRMATION of 
the “counting crews” cannot change the actuality of TRUTH-not a destructive weakening of self. What 
each and EVERY person on the Mall on Monday! The God promises is always delivered-as YOU allow it to 
“atonement” (at-one-ment, Aton-ment [God-ness]) ‘BECOME’. 
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Truth Alwavs Circles Back 
birds which had been given, along with the aviary, all 
supplies and FOOD by said parties. They also sold off 
the laying chickens which had been supplied ALONG 
WITH CHICKEN FOOD (ONGOING) bv and for the 
farm and from which all the eggs were personally paid 
for by others, the money retained bv Ence/Enz. If 
Ekkers, for instance, got eggs-THEY OVERPAID 
FOR THEM. Then, there were other chickens given 
when moves were made by friends (who, by the way are 
back on their original property and could have used the 
chickens back), who never were contacted for same. 

One Way Or Another 

Dharma is worn out today so there is no reasonable 
use to trying to write on our biology lessons after five 
days interim. I will voice some of the things which she 
knows and some which she does NOT know but will 
give “reason” to her fatigue and frustration-although 
it comes with increased realization and insightfulness. 
We have to attend the assaults and painful incidents to 
get around to being able for you and others who partici- 
pate in the load here-to understand. 

To be called “evil” leaders is not just an error in 
accusation against the Ekkers and Charles but the 
offense really comes through the total lack of factual 
circumstances-even to the “leader” portion of the 
statement. Then to base the accusation on the errone- 
ous information stemming, this time, from Ence/Enz 
(Rod changed the name, you must understand) is be- 
yond my ability to understand why OTHERS do not 
respond properly to these pieces of correspondence. 
You will note that ones in opposition DO NOT speak or 
correspond with the parties involved but continue the 
AROUND BEHIND THE BACK stabbing and spread- 
ing lies. It is the name of the game, students-you see 
it with O.J., with Farrakhan-with anyone who func- 
tions in TRUTH and simply tries to do their job. 

I do, however, have to give Doris some significant 
insight for the painful accusations are just that, pain- 
ful, and cause doubt within as to either the “truth” or 
inner doubts which challenge the being. 

LIES COME BACK 
TO HAUNT LIARS 

I do not care who lies or what lies are told about 
either myself or my contacts-they will not stand and 
those who participate in THE LIES shall surely fall. 
This includes Green, Abbott, Ence/Enz-you name 
it-for they will fall of their own doing. 

Along those avenues it is obvious that the last 
document filed by Abbott is filed on the basis of “Power 
of Attorney” documents. Whether Eleanor Schroepfer 
really, personally, authorized this latest filing is un- 
known to us, but it is more likely that Abbott was able 
to file on a Power of Attorney in his possession from 
Eleanor. It is obvious the same happened with Leon. 
LEON WILL ‘ALONE” END UP RESPONSIBLE FOR 
HOLDING THE BAG-AND PAYING EXPENSES 
FOR LEGAL, COURT AND DAMAGES TO EACH OF 
THE “DEFENDANTS” NAMED IN THAT SAD 
DOCUMENT. The “CRIMINAL” charges put forth by 
Abbott will eat him alive-while assuring LEON pays 
all the expenses of this insane maneuver. 

My heart says for you to go and explain this to Leon 
and also to somehow contact Eleanor and explain this 
to her (Rod, whoever), for this time the man has gone 
too far and, yet, “time” is running out for Leon to 
protect himself. The full game is laid out in this last 
filing along with the removal of George Green as a 
“defendant”. 

I remind all of you within this loop that the claims 
that Tuten, Yount, Hoffmann family, etc., filing with 
Abbott and Green to bankrupt the Institute is sadly 
lacking in judgment of any good intent. 

Tuten, Yount and another did not respond to the 
“call” on the gold-at the advice of Green and Berger. 
What did that mean? It meant that the gold covering 
their loan as collateral was taken by the bank. That in 

turn means’there is NO GOLD backing any of THEIR 
loans. If the Institute is put into receivership THEY 

LOSE EVERYTHING IN IT- 
RIGHT OFF THE TOP! So, does it actually sound 
logical that these people are so dense that they can’t see 
this critical little manipulation of Green? Now, Abbott 
is seeing to it that Leon loses everything just for 
participating with him and Green. It has NOTHING to 
do with Ekkers (a total distraction which was false from 
onset) or the Institute business. Abbott has continually 
lied to Leon and Ann until the egg splatters are enough 
to bury them in the rotten contents. Why? Because they 
used the information of Abbott, even about himself, to 
write and file against people and thus and so-only to 
now find that ihe lies were, after all, HIS LIES- blow to the accounting person and questioned. Up until 

WAS STILL PAYING FOR HIS OWN then all billings were simply paid on the aSSUIUptiOn 
HANGING. that Rod was an honest person. 

You will find that, NOW, because of the demands Now, why would I write about this “thing”? Be- 

against Ekkers and their “evil” ways and “spy” Charles cause Dharma has trouble continuing 24-hour-a-day 

Neil-accounting has to be done. Challenge Met cor- service in light of the bashing which comes recently 

poration, by Rod’s information, is somehow “his” car- from Sandy’s and Tammy’s Father: 
poration or at the least run under his directions and 
banking. Nearly all farm expenses, etc., were paid into [QUOTING:] 

that corporation which was ONLY run by Ence/Enz. 

All expenses were provided for the Ence/Enz fam- 
ily as to utilities, housing, even gas for the vehicles. 
Everything was provided INCLUDING FULL PAY- 
for both Rod and the children for their work. It even 
turns out that the children were charged for at the same 
rate as Rod. So, he had the children doing the work but 
was billing as if it were himself-or at the least, paid as 
if it were himself. They had food and other help 
through the Food Stamp program so that a family could 
eat and live comfortably. ALL of this in addition to 
reimbursements which had grown to mammoth propor- 
tions. Expense sheets even bore the listing of such as 
graduation parties for the family-to which some of 
you made contribution in attending. That was a final 

This is unfortunate for Rod because the facts are prov- TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

ing that, through the records ongoing-there have been 
expenses upon expenses which were personal which DUE TO THE VICIOUS LIES, MANIPULATION 

were charged off to and paid for by Sunshine Farms who AND TRANSGRESSIONS BY DORIS AND E.J. 

borrowed money for the project to PROTECT Ence/ EKKER AND ALSO SPY CHARLES NEIL, TO HAVE 
Enz. We are now informed that Ence/Enz intends to THE ROD ENCE FAMILY EVICTED FROM THE 
‘ABANDON’ the corporation and somehow “that will RANCH, PLEASE REMOVE MY NAME FROM YOUR 
show them”! Wait, son, before you do such a stupid “CONTACT” LIST, ALSO INCLUDE THE TAPE LIST, 

thing for that means accounting has to be MADE JOURNALS AND GAIA PRODUCTS, AS I CAN NO 
PUBLIC. When that is made public the Ence/Enz LONGER SUPPORT AN OPERATION UNDER SUCH 
FAMILY WILL BE IN LEGAL TROUBLE OVER EVIL LEADERSHIP AS DORIS AND E.J. EKKER. 

THEIRFIGURATIVE HEADS with the State and Feds. 
Rod took property not belonging to him; he further THANK YOU, 

claims he sent keys and maintenance manuals to 
Hamilton’s in Utah for the equipment not belonging to Robert E. Rhoads 

him-to confuse things. Hamilton’s have not yet re- P.O. Box 60 

ceived the keys so the obvious conclusion is that Rod Victor, MT. 59875 

LIED. Why7 Because part of the equipment includes 
a “harvester”. If no one here can use the harvester, then [END OF QUOTING] 

the millet has to be sacrificed or hand-picked-which : 
was the full “sharing and giving” intent. All this 
means is that some modicum of bird-feed could 5.1 

salvaged. They already had sold off Doris’ and Gene’s Letters and calls have come from various ones in 
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Utah, including Lemura, etc., with claims of now know- 
ing about all the things taking place “from the direct 
source”. Fine, good-but it wasn’t any of these “sources”. 

It seems even Ken Hardy is in the picture, saying 
that Ed Cleary has ALWAYS been an insider for George 
Green. He and others also report that Green had called 
and said that Ekkers were packed and either gone or 
leaving for “South America” (first Peru and then Chile) 
and others were returning to their own prior places 
(i.e., Paul and Gene) along with lists of people who 
were joining him in this last filing of Abbott. Well, 
some made excuses and called E. J. (to see if he was still 
‘there’). And Dharma weeps? I could kick her fanny. 
Why would she weep? These people in point have dealt 
nothing save problems, trouble and “taking” from their 
arrivals on! 

Dharma, wee can get on with our work just as soon 
as you dump the “asses” off your back. By this I refer 
to the man with the donkey who met people going to 
town with his donkey (ass). The donkey had a load and 

he was riding. Upon complaints the man got down and 
led the donkey. Upon more complaints the man took 
the burden himself and led the donkey. The point ofthe 
story is that to please all the people the man finally 
picked up the donkey and carried it also-only to 
finally topple off a bridge and kill them all and lose the 
load to boot. Well, here we are! Your CONTRACT is 
with the lenders TO BE GOOD STEWARDS and pro- 
tect our assets from the TAKERS. We shall continue to 
struggle-but we will carry no more asses! Is this 
understood? We are not here for YOUR SPIRITUAL 
DOINGS-we have a job and YOU HAVE A COMMIT- 
MENT-WHICH YOU MIGHT CONSIDER KEEPING. 

I warned all of you IN ADVANCE-that I will no 
longer abide the lies and misinformation and that if you 
choose the routes of ill-begotten and treks of misinfor- 
mation-1 will not keep silent. 

Rod, for instance, (and yes I do get information and 
I DON’T HAVE TO GET IT FROM ANY PHYSICAL 
PERSON) was going to go to Jason Brent and bring 
charges against Ekkers. For what? Oh, he didn’t need 
a case-he just wanted to give as much HELL as 
possible by going to Jason the Khazar. When that 
didn’t result in very “wise” action with no case-he 
proceeded to park his car outside Jason’s office so all 
would be stirred up by the tricks. Well, Ed Cleary, 
mentor and “used”, lived on that corner also-so no- 
body gave a damn. What are you people doing? Per- 
haps it might “pay” to think about what you are going 
to do AFTER YOU KISS-US-OFF! And you who expect 
me and mine to FIX things that we did not break- 
forget it! The very idea sticks like gall in the throat. 
Neither Doris nor E.J. EVER asked to run anything of 
this operation and have gotten stuck trying and suc- 
ceeding in making Green’s business plan work, while 
bringing it into security. George took all of Doris’ 
writings and copyrighted them-so he says. Well, he 
only claims the ONES which he actually COULDN’T 
copyright-stupid is as stupid does. The ones which 
show his copyright are likely NOT but they show same. 

Do we have things to “hide”? NO, we would enjoy 
a bit a privacy in our own personal affairs-but NO, 
there is nothing SECRET here. We don’t even keep 
secrets enough to not have to answer to private writings 
as with this one. This one WILL GET BACK and 
necessitate more attention-but NO,’ WE DO NOT 
OBJECT! I do, however, have need to communicate 
with D harma and E. J. and this is the way we choose to 
do it so that involved parties can share-i.e. Charles, 
who is included as a participant and “spy”. It so 
happens that the other dealing corporation is the Sun- 
shine Valley Farms and Charles is a senior officer who 
has sunk more hours and lnoney into the Ence failure 
than any other one person-excluding no one. How 
dare you people accuse and abuse. Charles “IS” Sun- 
shine Valley Farms. Sunshine Valley borrowed all the 
funding and now has to face bankruptcy because of 
lousy, deceitful management by Challenge Met-which 
is now going to be “abandoned” (dumped) by Rod Ence/ 

Enz? I don’t think so-at the least, not while the lies 
are flowing from that sector. 

You misunderstand if you think I have urged ANY- 

ONE to USE corporations in this UNETHICAL man- 
ner. Corporations are sound ONLY if you attend them, 
keep impeccable records and contracts and use them 
properly. WE DO!! Further, if we are called into a 
court of law-OUR STRUCTURES HOLD BECAUSE 
WE ATTEND OUR BUSINESS WITH INTEGRITY 
AND RECORDS CORRECTLY DOCUMENTED. I 
WOULD FURTHER SUGGEST, HOWEVER, THAT IF 
YOU DON’T KNOW THE DIFFERENCE IN “EVICT” 
AND “VACATE” THAT YOU SHOULD PROBABLY 
NOT DEPEND ON A CORPORATION TO PROTECT 
YOUR SHENANIGANS. The LESSONS are well taken, 
however, and appreciated. It may well make for less 
“giving” by ones involved-but WELL TAKEN AND 
WELL LEARNED in these quarters. 

When you lie to and/or in front of your own spouse 

and children-you have erred greatly for you have 
sucked them into YOUR DECEPTION-AND THEY 
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE-BUT WILL LIKELY 
SIMPLY CONTINUE THE PATH OF SAME TO THEIR 
OWN PAIN AND DOWNFALL. So, how do “I” feel 
about this sort of thing? I am pained by it-but when 
you have done that which you can-you release it/them 
to their own course and direction. I, personally, re- 
move my protection and direction and it usually bodes 
quite badly for those who break away in this manner 
through discounting and assault against me. I do 
NOTHING-SAVE RELEASE AND GO MY WAY. 
However, it is NOT ACCEPTABLE to fail to counter 

the lies along the way which damage MANY by the 
thrusts at the few. 

I am filled with appreciation to the ones, such as 
Phyllis and others, who have “filled-in” brilliantly 
with while we have been off our schedule. 
You have developed the finest PAPER in publication- 
yes, YOU. You tiny handful and you “out there” have 
been the ROCK upon which God has been able to 
“BUILD HIS HOUSE”, and there shall come the day 
when ye shall not be wanting. I speak of such as 
Claudia who quietly works around the clock EVERY 
DAY and the others who are the backbone of what is 
offered here. Look carefully before you weep and 
entangle selves in “attitudes”-WHO WAS DOING 
ALL THE WORK BEFORE?? I thought you might 
perceive it a bit differently when you take away the rosy 
glasses. But grieve we must, for the losses sustained 
and the disappointments which tear at our hearts. 
Then, we pull ourselves together, release it and GO ON. 

Last in this writing: LOOK AHEAD, for all of you 
can begin to see our directions and the massive task 
ahead. If it is too much, pray about it and if it is still 
too much, back off-there is nothing wrong with step- 

ping aside if you FEAR the path ahead. Just don’t 
expect everyone to get off because you choose to do so, 

and can you not “get off’ on your own responsible 
perceptions-without trying to pull down the very ones 
you claimed to have as fellow-teammates7 Nothing 
changes HERE so in the ending you who falsely accuse 
will simply find yourselves looking the fools. We keep 
picking up the broken pieces and going and going and 
going-while now carrying your abuse, disinformation 
and with our hands bitten by the very ones we fed and 
nurtured. It always comes back around, chelas-in its 
form given forth. It may take a while and the heart may 

be pained-but truth will OUT and that sent forth 
WILL CIRCLE BACK! 

Let us just consider the “Rhoads” letter above- 
how will the TRUTH fit with this blast of hate-WHEN 
THE TRUTH IS KNOWN? WHAT HAVE THE “CHIL- 
DREN” TOLD THESE PARENTS THAT CAUSES A 
FATHER TO WRITE A LETTER AS THIS-WHEN 
NOTHING IN IT IS IN TRUTH? AH, I THINK THAT 
“THINKING” PRIOR TO SUCH DRASTIC 
SPEAKINGS AND SELF-DEFENSE MIGHT WELL 

BE IN ORDER. 
And about asking “forgiveness”-DO NOT 

BOTHER WITH SUCH SILLINESS. Forgiveness en- 
ters not this scene. Forgetting would be foolish but no 
one here even wants to BOTHER WITH THE MISERY 
OF “FORGIVING”. LET’S JUST SEE HOW WELL 
YOU FORGIVE FOR THE MISCHIEF 
YOU CAUSE ANOTHER-FOR IT SHALL ALWAYS 
BE GREATER AGAINST THE ONES YOU LEAST 
DESIRE TO HURT-AND 

IMPORTANT CONFIRMATIONS 

Now, for you, Dharma: you are stronger today than 
yesterday, you understand better today than yester- 
day-and now you have your confirmation of your 
“place” in this unfolding play. It is indeed overwhelm- 
ing-but you are equal to the task and you shall have 
the seers and knowers to walk with you as your tasks 
come into the unity of the ONE. If nothing else, little 
bird, the “Crow’s feathers” shall sustain you. If we 
have no enemies and everybody adores us-it is because 
they are liars and we are fools and idiots-AND WE 
ARE NOT TELLING TRUTH. We who are bound in 
our brotherhood take each thing in love and apprecia- 
tion from the teachers who come to share and serve- 
and pick up our share of the task and move forward. We 

continue to make it possible for each and all of us to 
move toward God in Truth-for that is, after all, the 
GAME of this day. It simply remains a fact that the 
consequences of your choices shall rest upon YOU. I 
shall not accept YOURS. 

Salu and, Dharma, give me some of your quiet time 
this day for the fat is in the fire and the flames are 
blazing but victory is in sight-the infantry is on the 
move. The Chariots of Fire are rolling and the enemy 
is GOING TO FALL! 

r...cl I-.. 
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October 17, 1995 

Robert E. Rhoads 
P.O. Box 60 
Victor, MT 59875 

Dear Mr. Rhoads: 
A copy of your letter sent to has been forwarded to me since it contains some misinformation concerning me, Doris and Charles Neil which I feel 

compelled to try to clarify for you. 
Rod Ence has stolen fromus, cheated us, and when confronted with the factual evidence, lied to us and, further, signed letters of agreement agreeing to take actions 

which could have saved some of the crop left on the farm as well as reducing some of the unwarranted expense he was willfully incurring. He immediately and 
deliberately violated those agreements, using as his excuse that he refused to do what he was told to do (by a committee of four men appointed to replace him as “farm 
manager”) because it “aroused the stubbornness” in him. 

I doubt that your daughter, Sandy [Rod’s wife], has told you much of this. It is quite likely that a lot of what transpired on the financial side of things was never 
revealed to her. 

When you say “evicted from the ranch” you reveal that you also have likely been lied to. The indication is that our action was sudden and unexpected. No. A 

year ago in early September Charles and I met at the farm with Rod to tell him that information we had received confirmed that a large part of his “light” spelt crop 
was a direct result of his late plantings and that we felt it very important that the crop be planted (and watered immediately) by October 15. We also told him that 
the ground would have to be turned by plowing, and disked before planting, and urged him to begin immediately to make arrangements for a tractor and plow. I needn’t 
bore you with the excuses but I will say that the plowing was not done and the spelt was not planted until after December 15, and then with only half the recommended 
seed density. 

Rod may try to claim, to you and to others, that he didn’t have the equipment, fertilizer, etc., etc., with which to work. He was never denied the rental of equipment. 
The first year we spent over $33,000 to apply Nutricarb to all of the useable land. Rod represented to us that no further fertilizing would be needed for some seven 
years. Then, just last fall we spent another $12,000-plus, at his request, to apply several additional fertilizers to that same 100 acres to be planted in spelt. To his 
credit Rod arranged for a loan to obtain a used tractor and some equipment, all of which proved to be in bad shape. He spent a lot of time and thousands of our dollars 
bringing it up to serviceable condition. He leased the harvester and swather in the name of Sunshine Valley Farms and has run off with the keys and Operating/ 
Maintenance Manuals to both, claiming to have sent them to the leasing company-which has heard nothing of them. Those are petty, childish tricks that you need 
to know about before condemning us and our actions. He has stolen some fifty-sixty items of tools and supplies which clearly belonged to the farm and/or Charles 
Neil. 

In May, when the “volunteer” rye (which was nearly as thick as the spelt) outgrew the spelt by several inches, Rod knew he was in trouble. He got advice from 
a farmer (who understood the problem) to use the harvester or swather to gather, or at least clip, the taller rye to give the spelt a chance to grow.and mature. Rod 
actually made a couple of passes, apparently with the swather, which demonstrated that it would work. Why didn’t he do the whole field? Why didn’t he mention 
the problem to us? We didn’t learn of the problem from Rod; we learned of it from someone working in the garden who walked out to the spelt field to see how it 
was doing. By the time we heard about it, however, it was too late. The spelt had grown a few inches higher and much less uniform in height so that the swather 
could no longer just clip the rye. Was Rod’s inaction laziness or a deliberate act of sabotage? True, it would have taken a few long days of careful swather driving 
to save most of the loo-acre spelt crop. 

Somebody has said, “Well, at 14 cents-per-pound the crop wasn’t worth much anyway.” That is a shallow view of the reality of what happens here. Spelt flows 
through several corporations and processes before it is hulled, cleaned, ground into flour and packaged for use in bread machines where it retails for $3.50 per package 
(which contains slightly over one pound of spelt flour). A good crop of spelt (planted on time on well-prepared ground) can yield up to 3,500 pounds per acre. If 

we dropped that 20% to 2,800 pounds and allow for a loss of 35% for cleaning (which is high) we would have 1,800 pounds of clean grain/flour. 100 acres of properly 

farmed land could easily yield 180,000 pounds, which can be retailed for more than while providing employment for several people and a modest profit for 
each of several corporations. Whether due to laziness, ineptness, defiance or downright enmity, that is what has cost us here and we would surely be remiss in 
not acting to prevent its happening again. 

Further, the threat of deliberate sabotage could not permit us to allow Rod to remain on the farm. 
demonstrating a vicious streak of vindictiveness not previously disclosed to us. 

He has removed (stolen) farm tools and supplies as he has moved, 

could say, as I’m sure he will, “But he was so underpaid while he was working so hard that he is justified in trying to stay at least even.” As the saying goes: 
“It is neither legal nor moral for the departing secretary to take the typewriter, even if the boss still owes her wages.” Worse, for him, we owed him nothing and I’ll 
here outline his compensation package at the time of his departure so that you can see how “badly” he was being treated: His home was furnished and all his utilities 
paid for, even his telephone bill; a Toyota pickup was furnished as well.as gasoline for his personal cars. 
per year virtually free and clear. 

And he was paid $600 per week; that is more than $30,000 
He was even reimbursed for the children’s school supplies, purchased at the local stationery store. 

Yes, beginning July 1 of this year we did require that Rod work 60 hours per week, which is pretty modest for a successful farmer. Up to that time he had claimed 
to work 20 hours per week and made up the difference with the children’s time, and Charles paid for the children’s time each week. You have referred to Charles 

as a -spy”. You must not have been made aware of the fact that Charles is the manager of the corporation (Sunshine Valley Farms, Inc.) directly responsible for 

overseeing the performance of Challenge Met (Rod’s corporation) as operator of the farm. Our perception is that Charles was a great deal more forgiving of Rod’s 
nonperformance thaR he might have been. I can personally attest to the fact that Rod usually spent more time in Tehachapi, Bakersfield and Lancaster than at the 
farm. 

But Rod is not stupid. A year-and-a-half ago a nicely sized and located local grocery store was available for rent. Rod likes to bake spelt bread and other spelt 

products and it appeared there might be an opportunity to open a bakery and establish a regional market for spelt-based bakery products. So we asked Rod if he wouldn’t 

rather get into the bakery business than farm. He thought about it overnight and then said, no, he was a farmer and would stay on’the farm. 
to regard this decision on Rod’s part as that he can recognize a “soft touch”. 

In retrospect one is tempted 

In your letter you say, “Due to the Vicious Lies, Manipulation and Transgressions by Doris and E.J. Ekker....” It is a bit ‘difficult to know what it is to which 
you refer so our answer has had to be somewhat broader in scope than might have been necessary had you been more specific. When you cancel your subscriptions 

to the tapes, Journals and the GAIA products you are simply “cutting off your (and your lovely wife’s) nose to spite your face”, as the saying goes. I surely 

hope you have the courage and fortitude to consider what I have told you in comparison to the unfounded prevarications of Rod Ence, even though those maybe relayed 
to you by your own daughter. 

You say you can “no longer support an oueration under such evil leadership as Doris and E.J. Ekker”. You surely know, as do Rod and Sandy, from whence comes 
the “leadership” here. That “source” is only “evil” to the dark forces, Mr. Rhoads, so I am obliged to inquire which side you might really be on. It seems I recall 
the name Rhoads associated with the Illuminati. 

name Sandy Rhoads. 

Don’t take that as an accusation but it might be worthy of some thought. We do get some warmth thinking of the 

And I cannot end this letter without mentioning that Sandy and most of the kids worked very hard to clean up the farm in spite of Rod and Chase 
dragging their feet and making fun. Your daughter showed some class, which we accept as a reflection of her parents; we will pray that our impression of you folks 
was correct and that you are only temporarily misled by your son-in-law. We wish you clarity of thought and, through that, happiness. 

Sincerely yours, 
/s/ E.J. EKKER 
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thought would be in attendance. He forgets that we 
have all, each, no “group” save in interest and intent. 
It is no longer a question of his management as no-one 
can know or understand his direction or difficulties. 
We have our own tasks to accomplish and we do not 
attend that of another lest it be attached to our own. 

I will speak a moment of the area of intention for 

10/18/95 #l HATONN 

DESTROY THE MESSENGER 

I tell you this day that even the messenger cannot be 
destroyed if he brings Truth. The messenger’s prop- 
erty, dignity and yea, even his life, may well be smashed 
and crumbled-but neither the message nor the mes- 
senger can be actually destroyed. If the message be in 
truth of Spiritual reality-there is only change-never 
destruction. 

Lies cannot be destroyed either-only recognized 
or realized and these shall always come back around to 
devastate the sender. 

again- about Ronn Jackson’s place in MY plan? Well, 
mostly Ronn Jackson HAS NO PLACE IN MY “PLAN”! 
It was agreed in the hierarchy of operating Elite that 
Ronn Jackson would and could be the recognized (by 
both sides) entity for conduit of resources for our 
agreed upon projects. No more, no less! He stated he 
wished to begin a “New Republic” and, I suppose, 
believed that he could do so. He stated he had 33 
million “followers*’ for that endeavor which has so far 
produced NOTHING. Is his direction wrong, or the 
direction of all others? That is NOT MY BUSINESS. 

I am saddened to see that some have supported him into 
the poor-house of debt and misdirected funds-but I 
cannot attend those things and choices. 

FRIENDS AND GOBLINS 

It is said that “Friendship consists in forgetting 
what one gives and remembering what one receives.” 
This has far more meaning than at first glance for it 
means not the “gifts” of trinkets but the heartfelt “gift” 
which ones offer in exchange for that which they have 
received FROM you. When the act of “taking” through 
deceit, force or trickery, is present in the giving or 
receiving-you have NO FRIEND and no amount of 
tinkering with that one will make it different. When 
one takes the very most tiny hidden thing which is not 
theirs-it comes from someone who owned it and paid 
for it-who is the ultimate loser’? Both! However, at 
confrontation-it is always the thief who is in greatest 
agony for he has brought pain upon himself and the 
other. Some will remain with and even follow the 
leadership of that traitor to truth-but they will also 
ALWAYS KNOW the shortcomings and will grow to be 
unforgiving and angry at the deceit, and the relation- 
ships will finally crumble as truth is uncovered. You 
can train a child to play a game of deception in a public 
setting-but you cannot change the attitude of the 
KNOWING of the child. He will become more deceitful 
than his teacher or rebel against those dishonest guard- 
ians of his life-stream. Parents-which are you in 
representation? How can you conceive responsibility 
in behavior when the parent is lacking? It, further, is 
not a question of whether or not the parent CAN learn 
better-it is strictly a matter of whether or not the 
parent WILL learn. YOU DO NOT FOOL THE CHILD 
AND HE WILL LOATHE YOU FOR THE DECEP- 
TION. 

I am now prevailed upon to answer as to what Ronn 
Jackson was doing “wandering around” at the recent 
Corporation meeting in Las Vegas. I was not there 
except with the participants and speakers who offered 
and received INFORMATION on Corporations. Ronn 
Jackson had NOTHING to do with it one way or an- 
other. I assume he wanted to be there-no more and no 
less. He was actually searching for individuals who he 

use for this-New Republic (which, by the way, would be 
a superb way of handling “government”). It is encum- 
bered by Texaco (Pennzoil, I’m now told). Have you 
ever known an OIL company to turn valuable resources 
over to the enemy’? Well,-we shall see. It CAN be 
accomplished-but not while USING others to fulfill 
promises made by yet another. Will this “hope” run 
away to be discounted as were those who have come 
before? Perhaps-we shall surely see. I have been 
warned to stay out of Ronn’s face and ones think 
somehow that there is control or attachment with CON- 

No, unfortunately, there has been no help there, 
either, so we struggle on but we do so without compro- 
mise of validity. Jackson tells us quite clearly what he 
will and will not “give up” or “stop” no matter who asks 
him otherwise. Fine! Ifyou cannot control SELF-you 
certainly cannot expect another to follow your path of 
self-ness. I would suggest to all of you who want a Ronn 
Jackson’s New Republic to rethink it a bit, as well as I 
would offer to Ronn that he might consider some changes 
to the perceptions flowing forth into the ethers and 
public patriotic community. I make no charge or 
inference about the intent-it is the perception which 
causes great difficulty as TIME PASSES WITHOUT 
POSITIVE MERIT SHOWN OR PROVEN. A man is 

only as good as his WORD in the judgment of others, 
for others have no other measure by which to scale 
expectation or presentation. This is NOT meanness- 

OTHER MESSENGERS 

Other than WHO’? All beings are messengers of 
some sort or another! I am deluged with inquiries- 

CALL 

l-800-800-5565 

4+++ 4ge 4*++ + +-+ 
For details, call New Gaia at: 800-639-4242 

order 
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it is observation of that which IS. 
Does this mean that somehow I distance from Ronn 

Jackson? No, but Ronn certainly is distancing himself 
from ME. Why? That is not my business! Perhaps it 
is as with Father Cleary, the PROMISES are made and 
when confronted it is the big kiss-off of “screw you” 
and “it is none of your business”! So be it. Does Ronn 
Jackson OR Father Cleary MEAN IT? Oh indeed! But 
do they REALLY mean it? Oh indeed! They want no 
shadow of God or Messengers upon their works or 
receivings. Does this mean they are Evil? What mean 
YOU by “evil”? It simply means they ARE! Evil or 
Goodness has little to do with the individual workings 
of physical man-ONLY THE SPIRITUAL INTENT 
WHICH IS MEASURED BY NONE SAVE GOD AND 
THAT MAN! 

Does Ronn Jackson have access to the money he 
claims? NO! The key word here is “access”, so don’t 
hop to conclusions! However, in this day of power 
players-“access” is the key to almost everything. YOU 
may well have great abundance in foreign banks, etc. It 
is the ACCESSING that is the real bugger. Will 
hanging Ronn Jackson do wonders for getting that 
which he promises but does not produce? Nope-so you 
may as well hold strong and see what CAN BE PRO- 
DUCED. IT GETS HARDER TODAY, AFTER MON- 
DAY, TO STEAL WITHOUT RECOURSE-AS IT IS 
SHOWN BY TWO MILLION MEN THAT THEY WILL 
TAKE IT NO LONGER AND ARE WILLING TO GO 
THROUGH THE STEPS GOD PROPOSES TO SHOW 
THEIR INTENT! When two million men, then eight 
million, then 100 million, and a billion-march around 

the walls of “Jerico’‘--those walls will FALL! Evil 
cannot prevail in that type of energy frequency or 
harmonic resonance. The very heavens will open unto 
the higher power when this happens, readers-and it 
becomes purely “physics” in its truth and form-a 
mystery solved-not a mystical journey in mysticism. 

SPELTA 

I see a problem facing you who package Spelt flour 
and mixes. This must be considered, as holding of 

product allows hatching of tiny pantry moths. And 
worse, it would seem to you who process the products- 

that nothing bothers the grain in the hull or the freshly 
hulled, but still whole, kernels. Right! What you have 
is a product untampered with no processing of additives 
to change the organic and natural circumstance of the 
product. This is mandatory in organically handled and 
grown food. But you don’t want bugs or moths in your 
food? Then you have to attend the products. Our 
people do not grind the flour until just prior to shipping 
to avoid just such infestation. But-remember that the 
product is then measured, packaged and goes to a 
warehouse prior to shipping. So, the product is uncon- 
taminated at onset of handling and, being untreated, 
but only handled with gloved hands that package ONLY 
by hand, there is perfection sought, but the moment it 
leaves the package-table it is subject to the things of life 
in any pantry. My thoughts on the matter? Handle with 
CARE and attention! The packages on receiving by the 
consumer MUST BE INTENTIONALLY HANDLED 
PROPERLY. The mixes, etc., can either be kept in a 
FREEZER or refrigerator (if cold enough). Bulk flour 
(just as with ANY food product) must be attended in 
SEALED containers with proper treatment for STOR- 

AGE. This can be accomplished as with any preserva- 
tion method suggested by any food supplier or “sur- 
vival” food packager. 

If there are “webs” in the product-filter or sift the 
product at use-as there is nothing wrong with the 
product, although it is aesthetically undesirable to have 
alien life-forms in another type of life-form than you 
want in your daily bread. 

If you have a vacuum “Food Saver”, then my sug- 
gestion is to put the packages in wide-mouth canning 
jars and vacuum seal the jar. Or, vacuum seal into 
plastic bags-but realize that the packages are easily 

UNSEALED. YOU have to be responsible for your own there be great production plants with freeze-dryers and 
products, readers-no one can guarantee a perfect, preservation supplies. Until then, we offer what we 
forever-lasting product of organic items. This is why can for friends and relations-for our purpose is to 
pre-freezing and irradiation are used. Both damage the share, NOT SAVE, anyone or anything! 
cellular structure to some extent-of the product. How- The “promises” have >aen loudly made and great 
ever, storage of the product is feasible while there is in expectation but still the tiny handful of subscribers 
refrigeration, and after freezing the product will be ok (who dare) and the same few keep the paper going forth 
as long as SEALED. If frozen and then sealed-fine, and the products in some measure of production-at 
but the moment it is unsealed it is again open for thelowest cost that canbe managed. We claimnothing 
contamination and spoilage. IT IS IN THE AIR, READ- but we offer what we have! It is enough for God-it is 
ERS-EVERYTHING YOU WOULD RATHER NOT enough for us. If we are forced to close-we shall do 
HAVE-BUT GET ANYWAY. CONTAMINATION IS so. Yes, people play their games with us and steal and 
BROUGHT DIRECTLY FROM THE FIELDS, THE thieve from us-but we cannot control that aspect of 
STORES, THE PANTRY-YOU ARE CONTAMI- humankind. We do what we can and that is all that is 
NATED SO YOU HAVE TO TAKE PRECAUTIONS expected by God-from us. YOU MUST BE RESPON- 
FOR SELF. SIBLE FOR SELF AND THAT WHICH FLOWS UNTO 

At source here it is impossible to process in vacuum YOU. 
containers and do all that which YOU CAN DO, in I should tell you now that the expenses of labor for 
advance. Why? Because the cost would be so great as the paper, the publications and all other things are 
to disallow those save the wealthy to have the products. supported through loans to entities FROM NEW GAIA. 
Here is no place for the massive business of big-busi- There is no person or persons reaping rewards from our 
ness. There is no big industry here-NONE. It is much small production. Everything is separate but all in- 
the same as coming to dinner at our table and we share come is shared to maintain other entities. Income is 
product and food at that table. ALL things are within tiny indeed, for ALL-but costs are not offered lesser 
the regulator’s list of stupid assumptions, but we claim to us -if anything, the business world “out-there” is 
no great “business” or production factories. more expensive for us in hopes of destroying the 

When Mr. Jackson or some other “promissory” source. When you use ANY product from New Gaia- 
party funds these projects-then, and only then, will you are sharing with the loving hands of those here 

is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta is a grain of its own unique 

being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anti-carcinoma). 

The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants 

and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike 

other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, 

protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to 

strengthen immunity. contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) 

which are an important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune 

system. 

offers Bread Mixes that use pure flour instead of wheat. The 

taste is uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combina- 

tion Bread Mixes with both flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for 

a 2 lb. loaf of bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of 

its equal. The mixes are easy to use with only the simple addition of water, butter & 

sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only. 

Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade 

bread needs that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes. 

You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour. 

These come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags. [see 
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who SERVE you because they CARE ENOUGH to send 
you the very best-personally and with that honorable 
“hallmark” of working now in hopes of sharing re- 
sources LATER. If ones come who do not feel this 
loving sharing-they soon drift away for their reasons 
were wrong in the first place and/or their patience with 
God got too sorely tested. 

If you want a church, cult or commune-GO SOME- 
WHERE ELSE, FOR HERE YOU WILL FIND NONE 
OF THESE. You will only find here, those just as the 
ones on the Washington D.C. mall-individual people 
in unity of purpose but totally separate in every other 
way. You don’t have to like the message or the messen- 
ger HERE-but you have to have integrity to remain in 
business-period. Integrity in every aspect of service 
is mandatory for one may not be allowed to drain the 
coffers and cost the co-op its products. One business 
MUST depend on other businesses-it is called capital- 
ism or free trade or whatever you choose. It is known 
as trade, barter, i.e., the spelta grower needs the miller 
and the miller has nothing to mill if there are no grains 
and thus and so. This does not mean that the miller 
must COMMUNE with the grower-ponder it. How- 
ever, for the grain grower to stay IN BUSINESS-he 
must produce grain. And, if the baker expects to make 

bread-he must have the miller. THIS DOES NOT 
MEAN YOU HAVE TO LIVE IN EACH OTHER’S 
BEDROOM! It DOES mean that each has to produce to 
the best of his integral ability. And, further, if one 
cannot do this as promised at upstart-then changes 
become MANDATORY because the one cannot survive 

in BUSINESS without the other. THAT IS WHAT other-but brothers, I have far more advantages on MY 
“BUSINESS” Spiritual reality is the individual SIDE, so I win-not just sometimes-ALL OF THE 
right Of each person. BUSINESS WHICH DEPENDS TIME. IT MAY WELL APPEAR OTHFRWISE-BUT 

UPON ANOTHER’S BUSINESS IS A VERY PHYSI- THE GAME IS NEVER OVER UNTIL IT IS FINAL IN 
CAL REALITY OF NECESSITY. 

THERE IS, BY THE WAY, NO FREE LUNCH 
ETERNAL OVERNESS! Your human perceptions only 

WITH GOD1 PONDER lTi 
move from, say, C through E-I can see BOTH ends of 

If You CLAIM to be the road-and the opening as well as the closing of the 
Godly-then you had best be RESPONSIBLE because 
you will otherwise find yourself in the mire of confu- 

play. And, readers, GOD WILL ALWAYS SEND HIS 
MESSENGERS-IT IS THE PROMISE OF LIFE! YOU 

sion and, finally, disallowance, as ones who depend c h 

upon YOU are left holding bag after empty bag of 
oose to listen, heed and practice-OR, to deafen your 

unfulfilled “claims” and “promises”. The intelligent 
ears, eyes and mind. However, since God WINS-it 

ones continue to work and HOPE-while doing their 
behooves you to decide carefully as to whose message 

work. The “hopeless hopers” just set about destroying 
you shall receive. You can count with the Evil Elite and 

and WAITING for another to attend their wants. NO 
find 400,000 or YOU can count in TRUTH and find TWO 

THANK YOU. I attend those who responsibly attend 
MILLION. BUT, ifyou only find 4oo)ot) you have already 

succumbed to the lies of the media and controllers. 
themselves to the best of their ability. Misperceptions 

are NOTHING-true realization is EVERYTHING. 
What happens when you prepare for and come forth 

GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT GOD’S DENIALS-and 
to do WAR but no one on the opposing front plays in 

failure is measured by such a variety of SUCCESSES as 
your WAR? Oh my, we do have problems among the 

to boggle the human mind but fulfill the SPIRIT. GOD 

Elite Anti-Christ this as try to cover TRUTH 

IS SPIRITUAL PERFECTION-human guidelines and 
with more lies. It won’t work!! There was love, peace 
and atonement in Washington D.C. on Monday-and 

measurements are of the physical Plane. BOTH ARE all the lies and squiggling of the press and media 
CHOICES-and moreover, that tangled web you weave 
is first begun in the first deception rendered. Perhaps 

cannot change a breath of it. You can kill that messen- 

you should assume that each and every human you meet 
ger-but that MESSAGE WILL NEVERBE STILLED- 
ever again. Never mind the messenger-HEED THE 

might well be God-lest you deceive the WRONG MESSAGE! THERE WERE MORE BEINGS TO WIT- 

ENTITY, for you can NEVER DECEIVE THE RIGHT NESS LIGHT AND LIFE IN WASHINGTON D.c., 
ENTITY and the deception itself shall come back to THE SEAT OF EVIL, THAN STOOD TO WITNESS 
rest upon self. THE DARKNESS AT GOLGOTHA 2,000 YEARS 

a 
“AND A CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM...” Ah, but 

q how many of you thought it might be a Black child who 
1 would pick up the Holy Cross and bear it unto God? 
, Humm-Hummmnnn. You had best look again at the 

I 
youngest speaker man on that podium on Oct. 16th in 

1 
Washington D.C., for there goes the leader who shall 

1 

bring “HIS” PEOPLE HOME! GOD HAS NO COLOR, 
IS If YOU cannot perceive 

1 the meaning of this-then you have yet a long way to go. 

I Does God play at tricks on the unsuspecting YOU? 
1 No, YOU go about deceiving SELVES. YOU MEAN 
I NO MORE TO GOD THAN DOES THE MOST TINY 
’ PIGMY BLACK PRIMITIVE CHILD IN DEEPEST 
I AFRICA-AND PERHAPS NOT AS MUCH. 

1 

1 

$260.00 & Handling* 

fl 

This is that which LIFE is about-not your silly 

fantasies fed to you by the deceivers of “time”. Eternity 
4 is a very long time filled with experience after experi- 
1 ence upon which your actions are garnered and mea- 
1 sured as to growth. May you come to know differences. 
m The skin color of a being is only a physical anomaly or 
, deviation. The YOU of YOU is but a varying spectrum 

color wave of LIGHT. IT IS IN THIS MEASURE- 
1 MENT THAT YOU IN THE IMAGE OF GOD 
1 CREATOR. IT MATTERS LITTLE WHAT YOU 
1 “CALL” GOD-BUT I DO SUGGEST YOU CALL 
1 HIM, FOR HE DRAWS EVER NEARER UNTO HIS 
1 PEOPLE. Salu. 
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country along racial lines. “It’s almost self-destructive 
to have a rally in Washington and give it to Farrakhan 
after O.J. Simpson,” Hier said. [Misbpuckns were 

a 

[quoting:] 
WASHINGTON-A drive begun at this week’s dia.71 

huge rally of black men will seek to register millions of 
African-American voters for a “third political power” This article from the October 17 issue of the DAILY 
not bound to any party. Nation of Islam leader Louis 

In last week’s Commander Soltec is- Farrakhan said Wednesday, “We intend to be a force in 
day after the march-intensifies the focus 

sued a timely reminder to watch Japan for clues as to the next election,” Farrakhan said. a 
on “racial strife”, [quoting:] 

timing for major earthquake and volcanic escalations “We will vote independently,” he added. 
If there were a “tension” indicator, Los Angeles 

worldwide-especially the West Coast of the U.S. 
During the first week in October 6,694 quakes were 

“We may be Democrat, we may be Republican, we may 
right now would be recording near the top, a county 

be independent, but our loyalty will be to an agenda.” 
commission said Monday. County layoffs, the debate 

recorded in the vicinity of the Ito hot springs (no 
over the O.J. Simpson verdicts, battles over affirmative 

. ..The campaign seeks to register 8 million eligible action and strife over immigration policies are all 
relation?), about 60 miles southwest of Tokyo. 103 of African-American 
the quakes were strong enough to be felt, according a 

straining patience and creating 

the media report. A week ago, Mount Hosho rumbled 

period”, act 

life, ending 257 ye s of dormancy with an outburst 

ing a Angeles 

a 

welshing ash. On ednesday of this week (10/18), 

Supervisors. 

islands were on ts ami alert following a 6.7 quake, 

Sept. 25 memo [is] from Rabbi Lee Bycel, the 

as reported in this October 19 AP article in the 
president [ok!]. Saying it’s important to 

WS, [quoting:] 

a 

3 6.1 
TOKYO-Hundreds of thousands of people were 

“Keep the Peace” hot line, which it ran in other high- 

ordered to flee coastal areas of southern Japan for 
tension times, such as the 1982 Olympics and th 

higher ground today, fearing a tsunami of up to 6 feet 
federal trial of Los Angeles police officers accused o 

would follow a strong earthquake that rocked the re- 
beating Rodney King. The hot line can be reached at 

gion. The tidal wave alert was issued shortly after an This article appeared prior to the march, in the 
(213) 974-7622, and is designed to help 

earthquake with a preliminary magnitude of 6.7 hit the October 6 issue of the DAILY [quoting:] 
callers clear up rumors and inaccurate information that 

Amami islands at 11:41 a.m. (7:41 p.m. PDT Wednes- 
could lead to racial or other problems. 

Los Angeles Jewish leaders said Sunday that the 
day). The area, about 750 miles southwest of Tokyo, 
has been battered by more than 300 aftershocks since a 

Million Man March today in Washington, D.C.; could vicious “c&s*‘?] 

make organizer Louis Farrakhan into the dominant 

&a-magnitude quake struck late Wednesday. Tsu- leader of African-Americans-setting race relations 
nami, or high waves generated by undersea distur- back 50 years. “In my view, what’s going to happen 
bances, are widely feared in JaPan; In some quakes, 
tidal waves have killed far more people than the quake 

tomorrow is a ~~t~onrnarc~ which is the culn&ra- 
,tion of a IO-year power drive” by Nation of Islaml&der 

itself. In 1993, following a 7.8-magnitude quake, a Farrakhan, said author Harold Brackman.,.during a 
huge tsunami wiped out much of the fishing island of press conference at the Simon Wiesenthal Center. Rabbi 
Okushiri, killing scores of people, Marvin Hier, dean and founder of the Wiesenthal Cen- 

ter, said march supporters’ comments that critics shoulc 
separate the message from the messenger are “ludi 
crous and dishonest”. Hier said the march is even mori 
disturbing in light of the recent acquittal of 0. J. Simpson 

From the October 19 issue of the NEWS, in his double murder trial, averdict that has divided thi 

Louis Farrakhan 

Never a dull moment in Southern California! This 
hought-provoking article appeared in the October 16 
ssue of the [quoting: f 

A rally kicking off an anti-violence campaign got 
off to a tense start Sunday when families of murder 
,ictims angrily snatched photos of loved ones from a 
tage and marched out in protest. The protesters, many 
members of the group Justice for Homicide Victims 

nc., said later they were outraged by the comments of 
he Rev. Steven Gooden, who urged forgiveness for 
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disgraced former LAPD Detective Mark FuhrmaK O.J. treating-process was not effective at killing the ‘AIDS 
Simpson, former LAPD Sgt. Stacey Koon and Nation of virus, according to a published report. Two years later, 
Islam leader Louis Farrakhan. Gooden, an African- six hemophiliacs in Vancouver, British Columbia, five 
American minister from Orange County, also urged of them children, contracted the AIDS virus from 
African-Americans to forgive white people for enslav- contaminated dosages of the drug, Factorate, The Did you wonder how Governor Jim Guy Tucker 

ing them, then unfurled a banner reading, “Love Mark reported Thursday. Several hemo- managed to have three of his indictments thrown out? 
Fuhrman-To Help End Racisml” An embarrassed- philiacs in other parts of Canada, the United States and It helps to know the right people! The following is 
looking Mayor Richard Riordan stood at Gooden’s side elsewhere also contracted the virus, the newspaper excerpted from a lengthy article that appeared in the 
as the banner was opened, then hastily ducked out. He said. Armour prevented virologist Alfred Prince from September issue of 
said later through a spokeswoman that Gooden’s speech making his findings about Factorate public by invoking It is written by Jim 
was offensive and inappropriate. YWCA officials also a confidentiality clause in his contract, according to an Johnson, former member of the Arkansas General As- 
criticized the remarks and sought to distance them- internal corporate document obtained by the sembly, the 1966 Democratic nominee for governor and 

selves from Gooden. a retired elected justice of the Arkansas Supreme Court, 
“We are here mourning and remembering mur- [quoting:] 

dered family members. We did not come here to love U.S. District Judge Henry Woods, the author of that 

Mark Fuhrman,” said Jackie Ravel of Los Angeles, extraordinary decision to throw out three of the 14 

whose mother was killed in 1992. “The victims were From the October 7 issue of indictments of Gov. Jim Guy Tucker of Arkansas, a 
disgraced by this activity,” said Arnold Heileman,vice [quoting:] decision that astonished his judicial colleagues for his 

president of the Malibu-based Justice for Homicide CHARLESTON, W. Va.-The Defense Department breathtaking disregard of the law, is nothing if not 
Victims. [End of quoting.] has relinquished control of a once-secret underground consistent with his record of public service. the stakes 

What do you make of this? The YWCA (Young bunker built during the Cold War to house members of are huge, and the Clintons and their friends are pulling 
Women’s CHRISTIAN Organization) sponsored the Congress and their families during a nuclear attack. out every stop as the Whitewater investigation moves 

Week Without Violence-a nationwide event. A Chris- (How into its most critical stage. 
tian minister preaches love and forgiveness and is The structure is deep beneath The wording of the independent counsel’s commis- 

roundly condemned. The anti-violence demonstrators the West Virginia Wing of The Greenbrier, a posh sion is clear and unambiguous: “The independent 
became, if not violent, at least very angry! I guess love mountain resort in White Sulphur Springs. The gov- counsel shall have jurisdiction and authority to inves- 

and forgiveness were not the answers they were looking ernment gave up its lease July 3 1, according to a letter tigate other allegations or evidence or violation of any 
for-maybe they weren’t ready to give up their own from Assistant Secretary of Defense Emmett Paige Jr. federal criminal law...by any person or entity devel- 

victim status. What WERE they after? Justice for that was released by Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va. oped during the independent counsel’s investigation 
Homicide Victims-is it “justice” they’re interested was referred to above, and connected with or arising out of 
in?-or will they settle for REVENGE for their hurt 0 a a 

and anger? This is a heckuva can of worms! Christian 
organizations allege that they are based on the teach- 
ings of Jesus-stuff like, “Love your enemies” and “If a 

you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly father 
will forgive you” -but whenexhorted to actually PRAC- 
TICE it, pandemonium ensues! Sounds a bit hypocriti- 
Cal. Actually, I’m sorry I missed this event; “love” and 
“forgiveness” are weighty topics and it would have 
been interesting to ask a few questions, like: “Does From the October 10 issue of 
‘forgiveness’ mean to let someone off the hook for their [quoting:] 
behavior?” “Do I have the power and authority to do Clifford Smith shamefully admits being one of 83 1 
that?” “What is ‘love’?” “Does it mean you condone or Rio Grande Valley cotton farmers who approved a 
overlook someone’s negative behavior?” u What would program to eradicate the boll weevil that ravages their 
‘loving Mark Fuhrman’ look like?” Love: everybody crops. Now he is leading the effort to eradicate the 
talks about it, everybody’s looking for it, and nearly program itself, blaming the spraying for a different 
nobody can tell you what it is! Hey! Back to the news1 insect blight. The problem is that a different insect 

took over where the boll weevil left off and laid waste 
to cotton fields, costing farmers millions in losses and 
the federal government millions in insurance payouts. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture scientists said last 

From the October 13 issue of month that widespread spraying with malathion also 
[quoting:] killed the good bugs that eat boll weevils and other 

Responsibility for a safe blood supply is being pests. 
given to” the government’s highest-level doctors ing ourselves 

a response to criticism that 
bureaucratic red tape allowed thousands of Americans 
to get AIDS-tainted blood in the 1980s. A first step of = 

the new Blood Safety Council announced Thursday 
before Congress. will be to decide whether thousands 
should be n&ifidd that they may have caught the liver 
disease hepatitis from transfusions before 1990, 

Until now, blood safety has fallen to a government 
mishmash. The Food and Drug Administration regu- 
lates blood banks, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention sounds the alarm when new diseases are 
found in blood a and the 
National Institutes of Health performs blood research. 
Some 10,000 hemophiliacs, who need frequent plasma 
donations, and thousands of other blood recipients got 
HIV while the government debated what to do. 

From the October 6 issue of 
[quoting:] . . 

Armour Pharmaceutical Co. kept-&blood-clotting 
drug on the market in 1985, despite warnings its heat- 
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that investigation.” tion could be affected by a recent federal court decision 
Only a star natal idiot could actually misunder- out of Reno by U.S. District Judge David Hagen involv- 

stand that language, and Henry Woods is not a star ing the same issue. Hagen ruled against Ruby Valley 
natal idiot. Henry Woods, 77, knows what he wants rancher Cliff Gardner, who challenged ownership of 
and he is determined to get it. He is among the closest public lands. Presley said he would prefer the Gardner 
of all confidants of President Clinton and the first lady, case, which is now before the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Hillary Rodham Clinton. In 1990, when Mr. Clinton Appeals, decide the issue because “there are no politics 
was making plans to run for the presidency , Judge involved.” 
Woods urged a movement to draft Mrs. Clinton to run Del Papa said in a statement that Nye County 
for governor herself, to allow her husband to be undis- “acted rashly when it bulldozed roads through Forest 
turbed in his contemplation of the highest office. Last Service lands.” L1 Unfortunately, many people speaking 
November, on the most crucial night of the Clinton for and advising Nye County are not Nevadans and 
presidency, Judge Woods was a special overnight guest don’t share our values,” the statement said. “I think 
at the White House to help with monitoring the mid- they have a narrow political agenda and their objective 
term election returns. Henry has a long history of is to place public lands into the private ownership of a 
monitoring election returns in Arkansas. This close few people.” 
and intimate association should have been more than At a news conference, Del Papa said she questioned 
enough to persuade a judge, eager to uphold justice and the motives of the “out-of-state folks coming in and 
to cultivate public confidence in the judiciary, to recuse telling you how to do it, where to do it and when to do 
himself. But he would not. He understands, better than it.” Del Papa said that while the Nye County suit raised 
almost anyone else, that Jim Guy Tucker is a crucially legitimate legal issues, the proper forum for the fight 
important player in the Whitewater drama now playing over public lands is Congress, where “leaders and 
out. Keeping Mr. Tucker out of prison is the key to citizens in the state have an opportunity to discuss the 
saving Bill and Hillary from being washed away as merits and ramifications” rather than a courtroom. 
Whitewater reaches flood tide. [You get the picture.] The case has been argued before U.S. District Judge 

Lloyd George in Las Vegas, but a decision is weeks 
away. [End of quoting.] 

reader Ed Presley faxed us his com- 
The August 8 issue of featured “Public ments, [quoting:] 

Lands at Issue: Nye County, Nevada”, an article by I (Ed Presley, National Director for the County 
Rick Martin on states’ rights vs. federal land owner- Alliance to Restore the Economy and Environment 
ship. The next article, from the October 19 issue of the [CAREE]), am amazed at the indifference Nevada’s 

provides follow up, 
[quoting:] 

Attorney General has for the one arrow she has. in.her 

midst to launch at the feds. Her quickness to surrender 
The state of Nevada is siding with the federal the 87% treasured assets to the central government and 

government in a lawsuit against Nye County over who participate in creating an 
controls Nevada’s public lands. The attorney general’s advantaged Court against the 
office on Wednesday riled its response to the litigation, Citizens is a call to have a suit 
filed earlier this year by the U.S. government, saying brought to mandate her to do 

that Nye County commissioners had interfered with the the job she was elected to do. 
management of federally owned lands. Enforce and defend the laws of 

Attorney General Frankie Sue Del Papa, who grew the great State of Nevada with 
up in Nye County, said that while Nevada has sign& all vigor that is within her 
cant interests in its public land, including management power. Not to steal away the 
and use authority, the state does not have an “enforce- obligation of the federal judge 
able claim to title over federal lands.” Nevada, she to determine the Constitutional 
said, is the only state with a law on the books that seeks status of a Nevada law. 
to remove Congress from trusteeship over the land in An interesting note, 
question. Known as the Sagebrush Rebellion statutes, Frankie is quoted: “...Nevada 
the laws were enacted in 1979 despite warnings from has significant interest in its 
the Legislative Counsel Bureau that long-standing legal public land, including manage- 
precedent would prevail should the issue be tried in the courts. ment and use authority, the state 

The attorney general’s response came the same does not have an ‘enforceable 
week that Nye County Commissioner Richard Carver, claim to title over federal 
a leader in the so-called county supremacy movement, lands’.” 
made the cover of magazine. The article details To wit, I would respond: 
Carver’s 1994 brush with the U.S. Forest Service in “If these are federally owned 
which he bulldozed open a road within a national lands making up 87% of the 
forest. The action was a defining point in the current state, then the supreme power 
standoff. report also highlights recent acts of over such is vested in the cen- 
violence against federal officials in Nevada and con- tral government ‘without limi- 
eludes that Carver’s message is a warning to presiden- tation’, Kleppe v. New Mexico 
tial hopefuls that “something has come unfastened in (her favorite case law author- 
the West, and everybody has guns.” Neither Carver nor ity). Furthermore, do not waste 
attorney John Howard, one of the attorneys represent- Nevada taxpayer dollars trying 
ing Nye County, could be reached Wednesday.. Nye to fight the nuke dump or any 
County District Attorney Robert Beckett’s office said other garbage deposit New York 
he had not seen the state’s filing and could not respond. or any other state may want to 

Ed Presley, who heads a local research organiza- put in a federal WORLD land- 
tion that supports Nye County, said that he hoped the fill here in Nevada, instead of a 
state’s inclusion would give (Nevada) the opportunity barge floating in the Atlantic 
to go to the heart of the matter.” Presley said there have Ocean. The AG’s statement is 
been problems within the Nye defense team and legal imbedded deeply in circular 
bills threaten the county’s case. A statement issued reasoning and contradiction. If 
last seek by Nye County Manager William Offutt said Del Papa does not enforce Ne- 
Presley “does not now represent, nor has he ever repre- vada Ownership law on the 
sented Nye County in any manner.” books and litigates in the fu- 

Both Presley and Del Papa said the current litiga- ture against the federal govern- 

ment in the nuke waste dump issue, I will do what can 
be done to find an attorney to file briefs in 
opposition to Nevada’s position and in support of the 
supreme power vested in the federal government to 
control its own property. 87% of the Diminished 
Colony of Nevada! 

/s/ Ed Presley 
Tel: 702-367-9711, Fax: 702-367-9914 
[End of quoting.] 

It’s Halloween time, the Shuttle’s up, and world 
“leaders” are gathered in New York to celebrate their 
success in perpetrating the United Nations scam for the 
past 50 years. Here’s the first report on the latter, 
[quoting] 

NEW YORK-Presidents and premiers from around 
the world sat down together to dine and offer toasts to 
peace Saturday night in a 
citadel of American finance, kicking off a four-day 
celebration of the 50th anniversary of the United Na- 
tions. Outside the World Financial Center, site of 
Saturday’s gala dinner, hundreds of city police and 
federal agents wrapped a security blanket around the 
downtown Manhattan district. They had rooftop anti- 
sniper teams, bomb-sniffing dogs and police boats on 
the nearby Hudson River at their disposal. 

“Many in America are questioning the role of the 
United Nations,” Henry 
Kissinger said, but “The United Nations has played a 
useful, sometimes decisive role in maintaining the 

d peace.” 
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From The Mail 
Thank you, 
Robert E. Rhoads 
P.O. Box 60 
Victor, MT. 59875 [END OF QUOTING] 

Oh? “Leaders” (???) question God’s Messenger? 
Which one? Me, Mine, Farrakhan, Farrakhan’s, God J. 

Himself, Christ (Jesus, among others?) or do YOU 5.1 

misspeak? 
Dharma, for instance, has before her a document This happens to also be the father of Mrs. Rod 

(one of many copies of same) which acclaims her as an Ence. THE ONLY REASON ROD ENCE WAS NOT 
evil leader. Leader? She hardly leaves her basement ASKED TO VACATE THE “RANCH” (a 160-acre 
computer, i.e. : [QUOTING:] research farm) TWO-AND-A-HALF YEARS AGO IS 

BECAUSE OF DORIS AND E.J. EKKER. The farm 
Sept. 28, 1995 has been a continuing downhill failure since the Ences 
To Whom it May Concern; took the helm. They were provided with every living 
Due to the vicious lies, manipulation and trans- need FREE, given gifts, helped to get onto “assistance” 

gressions by Doris and E.J. Ekker, also spy Charles and PAID, through their Corporation, full salary. In 
Neil, to have the Rod Ence family evicted from the turn the Sunshine Valley Farms got billed and paid for 
ranch, please remove my name from your list. all costs, repairs, a pickup truck provided, and was even 
Also include the tape list, journals and Gaia products, charged for such things as a graduation pizza party for 
as I can no longer support an operation under such evil family and friends wherein the guests OVERPAID for 
leadership as Doris and E.J. Ekker. the costs-in addition. Sunshine Valley Farms is NOW 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes for one tape, $6.00 for 

two tapes and for three or more, except where otherwise 

noted. 

Please send check or money order to: r#E WORD, 

CA 93582 cal! 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 

wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to receive tapes from future meetrngs, 

please send at least a. donation from which tape costs wil! be deducted. 

We will try to not!:) you as your balance reaches zero. 

The following is a list oi older items but including ali of the most 

current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in parentheses, 

and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

J b 

4/23/95(2) Mary 
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bankrupt and there was no “eviction”; the Ences were 
given a typical 30-day vacate notice. Meanwhile the 
Ekkers and “spy” Charles Neil were working as quickly 
as possible to make arrangements to shift Rod into the 
upcoming Jojoba operation being moved to Tehachapi. 

The farm ran out of operation funds in JUNE at 
which time “I” asked to close it down and save the 
milling operation to cover the lease until expiration so 
the milling equipment wouldn’t be lost. Is this BAD 
leadership? Yes, the farm should have closed down in 
the Spring when the crops were already a total failure 
and the farm growing nothing but massively and su- 
perbly-growing weeds. 

Ences sold Dharma’s and her son’s exotic birds, 
the farm fowl, and even took the provided chicken feed 
left over (some half-ton). Much of the equipment and 
tools are missing and the Institute is out over $20,000 
run through to Rod Ence for equipment (tractor, etc.) 
which he has taken to auction. Fine, he had found the 
investor for the equipment and chose this routing to 
protect his interests. This is not really good, however, 
for either the lender OR proper management of his 
corporation which he now plans to “abandon” with all 
outstanding debts. So, is this bad and evil “leader- 

ship”? Theft and trashing a place is a CHOICE! 
Sabotage is a CHOICE; blaming others for your own 
sins is a CHOICE-ROD MADE THE CHOICES! 

And “spy Charles Neil”? Well, Charles is co- 
manager of the Farm in point and IS the senior “opera- 
tive” of Sunshine Valley Farms who operates the prop- 
erty. You know, readers, the one with the nasty job of 
making a project WORK and, in this instance, about 

four projects. I can only suggest to Mr. Rhoads that 
“your daughter(s) and grandchildren are in trouble.” 

Then came the following unattached to the above 
[QUOTING:] 

Oct. 8, 1995 
(A thought from Robert J. Peters on ignorance:) 
Cdr: 
As you know, a thought came to me to pass on. 
Ignorance is not knowing, while acting incorrectly. 

When you know the truth and still act ignorantly, that 
is called stupidity. . . God provides truth... Are we ac- 
cepting it and acting on it? This is a free will world but 
we do reap what we sow. So be it. 
I AM that I AM. Please keep up the good work and 
good word; the truth is needed for a weary world and its 
ignorant inhabitants. (Well, yes, that includes me.) 

Bob [END OF QUOTING] 

Dharma and E.J. came to this place to RETIRE. 
ALL others came later and have all but destroyed them. 
They did not offer to “LEAD” anything or anyone. 
They have been “trapped” within God’s service to get 
a given job accomplished. I get no complaints from 
them and 154 journals and years of 24-hour-service-a- 
day is all accepted with the promise of “soon there will 
be relief”. They have lost every bit of property they 
owned, have spent hundreds of hours in court and have 
had to salvage the Institute from its own founder. They 
do not call this “leadership”; they call it responsibility 
and, further, a responsibility they detest, abhor and find to 
be an abominable burden in such as the Ence/Enz incident. 

From where do the MAGICAL funds come’? Well, 
they surely have NOT come from the agreed-upon 
sources. In fact, I am asking that a note from Ron 
Carlson to “Ronn (Jackson) & Friends” be run in this 
writing, by ones here who are being accused of hiding 
funds which have “arrived from Jackson”. No, readers, 
nothing has arrived from Jackson except more prom- 

ises. Perhaps he shall keep them-1 hope so, but 
remember: we do not know the “contract of another”. It 

seems Ron has appended his note to a page of one of my 
earlier writings and it is a good reminder of that which 
I have said for it comes back I somehow advise 
great things and terrible things and I am most often 
misquoted. I will repeat a portion that is underlined by 
Mr. Carlson: “There are ALTERNATIVES to EVERY 
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choice. AND TO EACH CHOICE THERE IS CHOICE EVERY TIME. [QUOTING:] At Congregation Sons of Israel, Rabbi Samuel 
OF ACTIONS-WISE OR FOOLISH! I Perhaps a good Cywick, spiritual leader of the synagogue for four 
rule of thumb would be to live in such a manner as to YOM KIPPUR. DAY OF years, will lead services. lit came to St. Augustine 
NEVER HAVE? TO SAY “I’M SORRY”-TO GOD. u ATONEMENT TO BE MARKED from Caracas, Venezuela, where he was chief rabbi for 

HERE BY SPECIAL SERVICES many years. He was presented the Order of Francisco * 

He also underlined another sentence Saturday, Sept. 30,1995. 

FROM me to ALL: “I am not happy when you TAKE Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, will be cel- 
MY SPACE and demand of me and mine that your will ebrated here this coming week by members of both the 
be done. Congregation‘ Sons of Israel and Temple Bet Yam. 

Ron Carlson and his team have done more for The Sons of Israel worship at the synagogue on 
freedom and government change than any other parties Cordova Street, and Temple Bet Yam has services at 
that I see-in proper structuring. He has helped Ronn 2487 State Road 3, St. Augustine Beach. 
to establish his desired plans and borrowed funds for Yom Kippur is described as the most solemn day of 
which he now is hanging out a mile and having to pay the Jewish calendar. Because penitence, prayer and 
himself-which of course, removes funds from his own charity can alter evil, the day is spent in fasting, 
programs. [QUOTING:] praying and committing oneself to a worthy cause. 

Kol (all vows) is recited before sundown on 

Oct. 16, 1995 the eve of Yom Kippur. This is a declaration that all 

Dear Ronn & Friends, vows and promises made by man to God and to himself 
I think this document would be great for your during the past year which have been overlooked shall 

consideration and review, although, I am sure you shall be null and 
read what you choose. Excerpts from the prophets are read on Yom Kip- 

I mean no disrespect, and I have great loss of faith pur, and Ne’ilah is the final service of the observance. 
in the entire aspects you present. Until we can commu- It is said just before sundown when the gates of heaven 

nicate toe to toe, nose to nose, without anger, fear, or close. It is the Jewish belief that the gates of heaven are 
intimidation, with seeking justice and truth as true open especially during the 10 days of Penitence to 

de Miranda 
for effective 

community 
services by 
two presi- 
dents of 
that coun- 
try. This is 
the highest 
civilian 
honor 
which 
could be be- 
stowed on 
an indi- 

vidual. 
T h e 

schedule of 
services for 
Congrega- 
tion Sons of 
Israel this 

intent, we are all lost! 
I have called and missed you all recently as a rule. 

Credibility of mission is in breakdown, and I know why 
now. 

Aloha, 
R.S. Carlson 
(for the Committee) [END OF QUOTING] 

1, 1995 

We do here that which we can and beyond that we 
can do no more. The interesting thing, however, is that 
we get a “blast” from a given reader or one such as from 
Mr. Rhoads with a stop page of information flow BACK 
TO THEM. Interesting to consider who may be the Evil 
parties. (???) How can you gain knowledge IF YOU 
STOP THE FLOW OF INFORMATION? IF YOU 
EVER FELT THE INFORMATION WORTHY OF 
YOUR ATTENTION-WHAT CHANGED? IS IT THE 
MESSAGE, OR THE MESSENGER, 

I HAVE KEPT MY AGREEMENTS WITH ONE, 
RONN JACKSON-IT IS HIS TURN NOW! I DID 
NOT PUT “CONDITIONS” ON MY PERFORMANCE 
AND WE! GOT HIS RELEASE-WHAT ARE ALL 
THE “CONDITIONS” ON HIS PERFORMANCE? HB 
HAS PROMISED TO SHOVE ALL THOSE “HEADS” 
WHERE THE SUN DON’T SHINE BUT SO FAR ALL 
WE HAVE ARE PAINFUL DEBTS AND SCARS FROM 
THE MESSENGER IN POINT. INDEED HE CAN 
ACCOMPLISH WHAT HE HAS STATED BUT= 
CANNOT GET OUT OF HIS OWN WAY LONG 
ENOUGH TO GET IT 

LOOKING AT OTHER OBJECTIONS 

I want to share some other “objections” about our 
writings, i.e., comments on the of Jewish 
YOM KIPPUR. In my opinion anyone can do anything 
they want to do. I write and prints some of 
my writings. The Jews denounce every one’s “other* 
choices of “religion” and bash every “other” type of 

* living standard-why do you quiver and shake in your 
boots when you speak out in historical documentation 
of their attitudes? YOU ARE CONTROLLED, READ- 
ERS, TOTALLY CONTROLLED BY THE ELITE 
MEDIA AND THEIR OWN PUPPET-MASTERS. 

Why will such as the “marchers” to Washington 
prevail in their search for Godness and throw off their 
shackles? Because the true shield of GOD will hold- 

receive the prayers of all people. coming week begins with a memorial service at 11 a.m. 

Now available in larger bottles. Great for 

putting some “on the shelf’ for emergency use.. . 

Prices good thru November 1995. Sale price 

good only on 1602 & 3202. 

Call To Order: 
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An Ultra Orthodox Jewish man 
holds a chicken over his head as he 
performs the redemption ritual in 
Jerusalem Sunday. Jews believe thal 
by performing the ritual they transer 
their sins to the bird and then by 
slaughtering it their sins will be gone. 

Wednesday, DUCED into water supplies for all the above are found the point... when you realize that everything you have 
and Yiskur predominantly in ruminants. The carrier of choice, ever believed is--A LIE???!!! 
is at ap- however is the Gigantico (Giant liver fluke) Where do you go? What do you do? What have 1 
proximately which has more “suction hooks” and gives off a toxin become?? What do you do when you begin to feel 
11 a.m., which is acute in illness response and will become alienated from your own species??? 
with Mincha fatal. The is, however, more suit- S.K. FND OF QUOTING] 
at 4 p.m.. j able for carrying implanted viral DNA and is more 

Temple use&I in (Asia/Africa, etc.) so the This man also offered a resource for further infor- 
Bet Yam necessary carrier of choice is the mation which you may wish to utilize: Neil Gerardo, 
(Temple by that “large American liver fluke”. Mix these with the Gerard0 International, 112 Water Turkey Ct., Daytona 
the Sea), a TAPEWORM (any variety) and you have a “going Beach, FL 32119-8’710. 
reform Jew- Jesse-mobile”. We have a man in Canada on his knees Response: Get right with GOD and hang on for all 
ish congre- thanking God for the Parasite Kit and the removal of you are worth-for it is the ONLY shielding left at your 
gation, will the remaining infection with GaiaCol. He passed the disposal and which cannot be altered by Earth physical 
have Kol dead large “mother parasite” and “separate” “arms” tamperings. 

ser- which had broken off or had already separated. Now, 
vice at 7:30 readers, I don’t care who uses the products and who WHAT IS IN A NAME? 
p.m. Tues- does not-that is your choice and your business-but 

day; and don’t tell us it doesn’t work just because you get it and Specifically, the demand is: “What is in YOUR 
Wednesday choose not to use it-OR, LOOK AT THE “END” name, Hatonn?” Well, readers, the “H” is silent when 
at 10 a.m., RESULTS. Too obnoxious to see? Well, the same spokenas is thetinal“n”. It is pronounced “Aton” and 
the service people who make authoritarian statements are ones perhaps you might refer to Mr. Louis Eugene Walcott 
continues, who are “leading” your NATION to recover Constitu- (now recognized as Mr. Farrakhan) for further defini- 
with memo- and Government. I wonder.. . I ! f tion of the label, along with material about my scribe of 
rial and con- So much for parasites; let us look at such as HAARP, ancient Egypt, Akhnaton. We don’t butt into much but 
eluding ser- GWEN, MRY (x-ray laser) and mind control, cloning, when we do so-it is only to respond to great outcry for 
vices at 4 elemental transmutation, alchemy, etc. All these things intervention-like keeping the “March” on Washing- 
p . m . are fully integrated and related one to the other. We ton free of the bloodbath planned to be put onto CNN 
Wednesday. have a reader who has asked about these things for he screens throughout the world. But, a funny thing 

A corn- just got two free newspaper (CONTACT articles sent happened, didn’t it? There was NO BLOODBATH; 
m u n i t y to him from “somewhere” dealing with mind control. I there was only GOD and peaceful atonement (Aton- 
break-fast can only suggest you go back and get back copies for I ment) (GOD DECLARATION). THE SHUTTLE 
follows the have no time nor inclination to repeat the volumes of DIDN’T LAUNCH AND THE HAARP AND GWEN 
concluding. work on these topics. He does close his letter with: SYSTEMS COULD NOT, THEREFORE* DESTROY 
For further [QUOTING:] THE SCENE 
information Does Mr. Farrakhan know me? ABSOLUTELY! 
on this, call 
47 l-9994. 

What do you do when your mind has opened up to HE JUST DOESN’T YET RECOGNIZE OR KNOW 
MY RESOURCES OR RECEIVERS. You and everyone 
on Earth can “turn/tune me out”-but it changes not 
one iota of the truth of it. I AM THAT YOU MAYBE- 
AND I ENJOY MY WORK AND IF YOU WANT 
MIRACLES-GO LOOK AT THE BOOB-TUBE AS 
THE ENEMY TRIES DESPERATELY TO BREAK 
DOWN THE BEAUTY WONDER OF THE 
MIRACLE ON THE MALL IN WASHINGTON D.C. 
ON OCT. 16, 1995. P.S.: There were 2 million, 106 
thousand, and 19 people present. This does NOT 
include the mu&ides of ‘ALIENS’ PRESENT! !-nor 
the politicians who walked back ‘and forth giggling 
from the “balcony” behind the speakers. I suggest that 
HE WHO LAUGHS MIGHT WELL HAVE THE 
VICTORY I Moreover, it is we who do not take the Kol 

but accept our truthful responsibilities WHO 
shall prevail. We bring TRUTH; we do not take an 
OATH TO LIE AND ABSOLVE OURSELVES OF 
TRUTH, VOID OUR OATHS OR COP-OUT UNDER 
THE GUISE AND SHROUD OF CALLING ON GOD 
WHILE LYING THROUGH OUR PROVERBIAL 
TEETH-WE WALK GOD. Care to- come 
along?? By the way-if-other issue of 
is ever presented-IT HAS DONE ITS JOB. But, I 
“prophesy” that it shall continue in some manner for it 
is ordained that it be so. Dharma served me well in 
Akhnaton’s time and she serves me well now. She is 
NOT your leader, not your dump-ground-she is MY 
SECRETARY and RECEIVER. If you do not “like 
it* -t-u-f-f! YOU are going to witness more and more 
the HAND OF GOD at work-and “you ain’t seen 
nuthin’ yet!” These robotoid offspring of Satan are 

. . . . 

I [END OF QUOTING] 

GAIA PRODUCTS 

Why do “I” feel qualified to continue to give “health” ” 
timings and information on such as Gaiandriana, 
GaiaCleanse, GaiaCol, etc? Because I DEVELOPED 
THEM; I brought the Drias from “Off Shore” and I 
KNOW WHAT TO USE! 

* For you who have complementary packages at the 
request of really don’t appreciate 

I, greatly your asking and then not using them while 
proceeding to advise Ueverybodyn that they don’t work. 
YOU DO NOT KNOW OF WHAT YOU SPEAK. 

**We now have several requests from users who have 
sent drawings and described a most despicable “death 
accomplishing” parasite which is being passed by many 
of you nice readers who “wouldn’t have parasites”. I 
ask that Grandma’s drawing be put in here [see 
along with her question to Rickabout, “What in the hell 
is this?!” The “thing” is 8 INCHES in length and the 
protruding “arms” have hooks (as in the “bovine/equine 
hookworm”) and reproduce with each “arm”. The 
“arms” are individual entities which shook” onto the 
surface of wherever they are and multiply. 

. Grandma will recall a contamination (intention- 
ally done) to their water supply-well, here is one of 
the results-and these babies carry ALL SORTS OF 
BACTERIAL VIRUSES. Is this a “bad” term? No, you 
now have bacterial viruses and VIRUSES WITH THEIR 
OWN BACTERIA. THIS IS WHY I DETEST HAVING r 
TO SPEND TIME ON SUCH AS THE ABOVE NON- going to perrsh at their OWN HANDS AND TOYS! 
SENSE OF PERSONAL \NATURE- YOU NEED HOW MANY WILL THEY TAKE WITH THEM? 
INFORMATION ON CELLULAR LIFE AND WHAT OODLES AND GOBS! IT IS UP TO YOU WHERE 
IS HAPPENING TO YOU. j YOU Go. 

The drawing is pretty representative of the And, to you who TRY and are thwarted in your 
ides papillosus crossed with a Bunostomum efforts to bring some Light into the lives of others and 
urn (hookworm) and a giant liver fluke which continue to learn and grow on your own-1 can only 
idly to 100 mm long and then will continue to say, “Release it and let them go.” God is not of FORCE. 

grow until TREATED and killed. This is called When children are involved the “loss” is indeed seem- 
This CROSS-BREED is INTRO- ingly great-but remember, you have to “accept that ., j ~ / _ . . ,- ~., _.e.--w “I~x”~~yIxIxII*xIIc L / &% / L __~ /;s Ijx. ,~ I /, * a * * . x 
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which you cannot change” and you “must have wisdom YOU GO SEE WHAT YOU HEAR AND GET FROM 
enough to know the difference”, There are FAR MORE THEM. I can tell you this much: there are some VERY 
enemies than there are friends in truth, good buddies, ANGRY AUTHORS whose work has been stolen-and 

and when you know as much-you can more easily this has NOTHING to do with journals. George is 
choose your own responsible pathway. Ones, by the apparently making money off the “others” he has 
way, who simply choose the easy “being” way-are in scammed-but he is purely CHOKING on the journals 

pretty serious trouble also, for man is judged by HIS he took hostage and the misery he is apparently having 
ACTS AND HIS INTENT AND IF HIS INTENT IS returned to his door-yard. THAT too remains his 
ONLY TO “BE”, HE IS NOT GOING TO PROVE business and YOURS. We attend OURS to the best of 
MUCH WITH HIS ACTIONS-IS HE? By the way- our ability in physical response to physical actions. 

kissing trees will often only merit you “bark parasites”. 
You can LOVE all things without doing silly diddle-de- PHOTON BELT 

doos or screwing around with your pleasures and stupid 
disease-acquiring activities. LOVE is WHOLE in itself I am asked by my friend at America East if I am 

and is a SPIRITUAL EXPRESSION WITHIN-there interested in the information on the “Photon Belt” as 
isn’t any way to PROVE it through your stupid and presented by Virginia Essene and Sheldon Nidle. NO 
insipid misuse of physical “stuff’. THANK YOU. You are IN the Photon Belt-you just 

Don’t give me “unconditional love” as your excuse can’t “see” the rays. HOWEVER, IT WILL INTEN- 
for your behaviors-GOD IS TOTALLY “CONDI- SIFY TREMENDOUSLY AND YOU ARE GOING TO 
TIONAL” AND DONOT CON- HAVE THE UNLUCKY EXPERIENCE OF PROB- 
FUSE THE TWO TERMS. FOR A GODLY PERSON ABLY HAVING THE RADIATION BELT AROUND 
TO AND HIS GAMES, IS IN ITSELF YOUR PLANET IGNITED. THIS IS GOING TO BE A 

NOW, YOU DO THAT WHICH YOU WILL VERY “BRIGHT” DAY FOR ABOUT THREE FULL 
AND THAT WHICHWCHOOSEBUTI AM CLOS- DAYS. OR, THE PHYSICAL HAPPENINGS OF THE 
ING DOWN ON THE ONES WHO TAKE OUR TIME GLOBE WILL CAST YOU INTO A “WINTER” OF 
AND BASH MY PEOPLE FROM THEIR OWN IGNO- DARKNESS WHEREIN NO ELECTRONIC OR ELEC- 
RANCE. FOOLISHNESS. STUPIDITY. OR WHAT- TRIG GEAR WILL “WORK”. THESE ARE FACTS, I 

PHYSICAL (PHYSICS) HAPPENINGS. The book You 
is whatever YOU 

want it to be. I personally would not pay ten cents for 
it. You people are going to get with REALITY or you 
are going to fall into the traps positioned along your 
pathway. The Photon Belt is a normal happening 
which rolls around regularly in the Solar system. You 
are in the fringes; I suspect about year 2011 you will 
find great, great reaction to the solar waves (peaking). 
Yes indeed, I still recommend that you have the DARK- 
EST light-glasses or goggles that you can obtain and 
keep them close-because in the event of the ignition 
(which is planned for you after the Elite go under- 
ground for their own protection) there will be blindness 
throughout the planet. More than this, however, is that 
your own military arsenals contain portable equipment 
that can produce the same thing to an oncoming army 
and get everyone in the group. Planes are falling out of 
the sky every day now, due to the playing with these 
light rays through the blinding of pilots who are both 
blinded and “stunned” mentally into incapacity of function. 

Is it not time for YOU to GROW UP? YOU HAVE 
REACHED THE END OF CHILDHOOD, WORLD. 

I salute my team for tasks WELL DONE, for the 
spark of freedom has been shown as a viable flame and 
we shall nurture it until it brightens the entire planet 
that perhaps you may again achieve your place of 

EVER YOU WISH TO CALL IT. I SHALL BEGIN, AMNOT INTERESTED IN PARAPSYCHOLOGISTS’ brightness-in the Cosmos. You have been dark too 
HOWEVER, TO RESPOND IN KIND AND IN INPUT. There is NOTHING mystical about the very long. Salu. 

TRUTH-AS TO SUCH AS GREEN, RHOADS, ENCE/ 
ENZ-WHOMSOEVER OFFERS LIES IN THE FACE 
OF TRUTH. I have no input into your personal choices 
or actions-but you shall not longer bury the FACTS in 
GARBAGE. We have to move through these experi- 
ences ONCE-to learn the lessons necessary for the 
passage-but ONCE IS SURELY ENOUGH AND 
MORE THAN ONCE IS A LONG WAY PAST AC- 
CEPTABLE. 

“But what about such as Green and, for goodness 
sakes. a Bo Gritz?” you continue to ask. Why? Green 
is a fraud, it appears, and is reported to be an insipid 
liar and government stooge. Bo Gritz is reported, and 
it is claimed to be proven, to be a liar and a government 
paid agent who was into the inner knowings and work- 
ings of the CIA drug operations-and is an infiltrator 
into the “supremist”, “separatist” and “PATRIOT” 
network. True false? Judge actions and see for 
yourselves! ! We report what we are given-no more 
and no less. I can’t imagine why they continue to delve 
into MY BUSINESS-I prefer to have a total absence of 
both, with their attachments, in my life-stream. YOU 
do what you want to do-both still make seminars and 

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of 

this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes 

the United States, so goes the world.” 

is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 

recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 

Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 

public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 

the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 

truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 

prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 

process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 

great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 

existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, began life on March 30,1993, risen, like 

the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 

internationally acclaimed predecessor called 

in turn, began life in mid-October of. 199 1, having 
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the 

which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 

readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the 

Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 

Set Free”, the motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 

takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 

soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 

beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 

abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the 

with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 

Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 

becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

Editor-In-Chief, 
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On The Playing Field 

Of God's Game 
p. 13. 

GODS. DEMIGODS. DEMAGOGS 

AND DECEPTION 

I am called everything from the Brotherhood leader 
of evil to a God of Creation. I AM GOD-I AM 

What you call me is none of my business!! 
What I AM is MY business. However, what I AM is 
OF GOD of Life sent in representation of His atten- 
dance TO YOU. Therefore, I SHARE my being that 
you might grow and learn through and from that 
which is at present beyond your expression, but not 
necessarily your experience. YOU create or allow the 
flourishing of any and all of the above headlined 
perceptions. 

Have you ever considered “things” as to their 
beauty or their tackiness? Let us look at what appears 
perhaps to be a barren desert. Ah, but is it barren? No, 
for where there is life there is that invisible energy of 

Even the shadows become alive in the still 
places of light and shadow. However, to maintain and 
sustain life in a desert there must be care given. in 
preparation for the things each life-form must have or 
perish. Do you take off for the snow-covered moun- 
tains of winter with the same things you would find 
necessary to survive in the Sahara Desert? 

People go about their lives as if there is nothing 

which can impact them save the “daily grind”. Why 
are we considered “fear mongers” when we warn you 
to put aside provisions against an emergency? How 
does it come that the ones of mankind can create wars 
and plagues and we ask you to consider preparations 
for emergencies and WE ARE THE FEAR MON- 
GERS? Then, following an emergency in which lives 
are lost and death comes, OR YOUR TRINKETS AND 
GOLD ARE LOST, it is asked, 

God in 
infinite wisdom allows you choices for which HE then 
causes you to have to stand responsible for same. If 
your choices are wise, you revel in your newly found 
wisdom and success of self-respect. When you act in 
foolishness, the lack of wisdom is witnessed, for all 
the repercussions of vanity and silliness cannot be 
totally hidden. 

It is often said to me that your demand for forgive- 
ness is because I am somehow more perfect than you 
and because of such stature I must forgive, forget, 
bless and abide a continuation of the foolishness. No 
thank you. There is nothing to forgive, it is stupid to 
forget, and why should I or anyone bless you for 
ignorance and misbehavior? Why must I abide en- 
emies in my own home? And by the way, chelas, AGE 
is no excuse, save as an infant. I don’t like the elderly 
trying to get away with a shifting of responsibility 
because they have somehow lived without learning, at 
the least, manners in the growing processes. He who 
takes the simplest thing of another because he feels he 
somehow deserves it or passes the confusion to an- 
other and claims senility or whatever, is a loathsome 
character. If you grow old in your demand for a 

kingdom bowing at your robe hem, you are in TROUBLE. 
Perhaps it is time for some of you to look carefully at 
selves. Do you take something for self and then casu- 
ally charge it to another? Do you take what is available 
when you need it, cast it aside when you don’t need it- 
and then, if needed again, expect it to be there? How 
dare you! ! 

IN TRUTH 

Is it worthy to say unto God, “I am hungry, provide 
me with provisions!” It is alright to say this but I would 
certainly suggest you get off your honkers and LOOK 
for something to eat and drink. God operates through 
HIS children, HIS offspring, HIS creations. HE gave 
YOU the ability to attain the very highest station of 
perfection upon your plane-but, the highest level of 
expression is not met on your dimensional plane-for it 
is the Etheric Spirit of YOU which attends GOD. HE 
has created YOU to be separate, special, and indepen- 
dent from all others. Since HE operates through HIS 
children of which you are one, whether human or 
angelic ones, making each one interdependent with all 
others, and thus men or angels may have for helpers, 
each other, or perhaps only some animal brother. God 
takes note of a, say. drowning sailor. but unless some 
brother is there to rescue, he may well physically 
perish. God has no particular interest or favoritism for 
your housing. He does not often tempereth the wind to 
the shorn 

HE might 
well even touch the heart of an observer unattached to 
the lambs who will cover them with shelter. 

IT IS THROUGH THE MAINSPRINGS OF CHAR- 
ACTER, BY OUR HEAVENLY CREATOR-FATHER 
IMPLANTED IN THE 
THAT HE EVER HELPS OR SAVES. PONDER UPON 
THIS CAREFULLY! So now you can consider this to 
be “mostly” true (for God often does perform that which 
appear to be miracles): that the physical body must pray 
with MUSCULAR ACTION if it would get an answer to 
its needs in physical form. The mind must pray through 
mental processes, and its answer will be in mental 
results. Spirit shall pray through its spiritual nature, 
and receive those values which are not perceptible to 
the natural mind. However, if the mind prayeth forever 
and that mind remain in the physical housing BUT 
DOES NO WORK, the results-save a brother acteth- 
shall not be for the body. 

So, how shall that nice all-encompassing mind 
pray? By being in harmony with the Spirit! By casting 
aside the physical ego-controlling factor so that GOD 
CANBECONNECTED,ANDTHATCONTROLOF 
SELF THROUGH THE WILL OF SELF, THAT IT 
INFRINGE NOT THE LAWS OF THAT WHOLENESS 
WHICH IS GOD. 

If the mind is not connected to God of Lighted 
Truth it matters not how much you pray, for the prayers 
and more especially, the responses, will be intercepted 
by your enemy of LIFE. 

Perhaps an example might be worth a thousand 
lectures: if you are sitting lotus-like in a cave on a 
hillside and you are starving to death while praying 
abundantly-perhaps it might be wise to hear that 

small, wee voice which says get up off your duff, grab 
your travois and haul your assets down the hill and 
work for a bit of food and shelter. EARTH IS NOT A 
FREE-LUNCH PLANET-IT IS A FREE-WILL 
PLANET. AND FURTHERMORE, YOU CANNOT BE 
A DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS-THE BEST YOU 
CAN EVER ACCOMPLISH ON “EARTH SHAN” IS 
TO BE A POSSIBLE DWELLER IN TWO DIMEN- 
SIONS-NOT TWO PLANETS. 

So GOD sends messengers which you try to kill in 
every recognized manner. If you cannot kill them 
outright, you go about destruction in every other pos- 
sible fashion. So be it for in the cycle’s completion it 
is, after all, YOU who will receive the unhappiness. 
How many of you do not wait for God to supply that 
“BETTER” you have requested before you lash out, 
“getcha” and burn bridges-often beyond repair? And 
remember, when you are in a family unit-perhaps God 
is hearing the prayers of “another” and YOU are being 
a foolish nincompoop! Success and happiness come to 
those who meet their RESPONSIBILITIES IN MA- 
TURE, SELF-RELIABLE FASHION. 

It is time, however, to look at messeneers: Do vou . 
take ANOTHER’S messenger as your own”-away from 
the original attendee? Are you sure? I would remind 
you of something very, very important. DO NOT 
WORSHIP THE MESSENGER OR THE TEACHER, 
BUT OUR CREATOR WHO SENT US. Remember that 
you are experiencing in the arena of an externalized 
idea of God in your flatland of experience and expres- 
sion-GOD IS THE REALITY. 

There is a most important factor to place into your 
abundant computer of knowing: when humankind 
comes into its KNOWING of HUMANITY-there can 
be no further dwelling on Earth as you now recognize 
it to be. When accomplishment is present you will 
experience elsewhere for, just as a child will outgrow a 
bassinet-so too does soul outgrow the bindings of a 
third-dimensional classroom. 

The animal man must experience and work for the 
human man, and he for the Spirit man-the I AM. Thus 
only then does the ego have ability to progress through 
what is called “matter”. It is not a sublime thought that 
such as reincarnation means transmigration of souls. 
The first leads man ever upward; the other-which is 
false, even in theory, merely a perverted notion of the 
first-might mean progress, but more often would mean 
retrogression, and in all this Universe there is no 
retrogression. Reincarnation is but a chance to expiate 

are not overcoming 
and containing SELF. 

OPPOSING 

You think and act, act and think and find that 
which suits your most egotistical demands. You will 
even have ones telling you that there is unconditional 
love in which there are NO CONDITIONS. No, there 
is that which is appropriately CALLED by that label, 
perhaps, but it is not of GOD, for GOD IS ABSOLUTE 
LOVE, NOT UNCONDITIONAL ANYTHING. IF YOU 
WISH TO GROW AND MOVE BEYOND THE BIND- 
INGS OF SOCIAL MANIFESTATION IN THIS 
WORLD OF MATTER, YOU MUST 

What is perfection? Perfection*within GOD re- 

flects a “good” being, being in ABSOLUTE HAR- 
MONY with HIS infinite Creation. There is also 
“perfect EVIL”. So, you can have “perfect men”-who 

reflect the “perfection” of the accepted human behav- 
ior. There are PERFECT EVIL BEINGS, WHICH 
LIKEWISE ARE NOT, NEVER WERE, NOR EVER 
WILL BE, “HUMAN” (Higher Universal MAN). What 
then, are these? They are in perfect harmony with the 
laws of their existence, but those laws and their condi- 
tions are 

In the scheme of Creation, evil and 
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good are quite evenly balanced. 
What of SATAN? Well, he was an Angel of Light- 

FALLEN, and came to so much the greater fall in that 
his height was of such lofty status. He is a rebel, and out 
of harmony with those things of SOUL PROGRES- 
SION. He is a trapper, of sorts, who captures your 
“sensing” manifestation and holds you bound as surely 
as any steel cage; then he binds the mind so that there 
is no realization of ability to change. If you can see or 
feel no “alternative possibilities” in your experiences- 
you are already TRAPPED. There are ALTERNA- 
TIVES to EVERY choice. 

! Perhaps a good rule of thumb would be to live in 
such a manner as to NEVER HAVE TO SAY “I’M 
SORRY”-TO If you never have to say “I’m 
Sorry” to God-then surely you will not be plagued 
with having to say same to another man. 

I find most of you trying to gain control of your 
lives through Neo-Tech or “Men are from Mars, Women 
are from Venus” rather than from any of the TRUTHS 
GOD OFFERS. Men are NOT from Mars and Women 
are NOT from Venus. Neo Tech is a simple and very 
self-centered way to get what YOU want from another 
who may not want what you perceive to be the WAY or the 
gain. I love it when all of you are going to TRAIN ME! 

Many of you have MANY marriages-all of which 
failed because of the 

Ponder it. Now that you have proven your 
ability to fail at such things-you want to solve every 
one else’s misperceptions. You may be PERFECT in 
your perceptions-but most often it is “a perfect fool”. 

INTERPRET MY TEACHINGS 

The next thing I find is that you choose books 
which support YOUR OPINION in the first place and 
feed those back with your interpretation. You don’t 
keep up with what we write; you “just don’t have 
time”-but I note you have unlimited time to solve 
everyone’s problems according to your NOW VERY 
LIMITED INFORMATION. I welcome your input but 

you do not place your input onto me-but onto the ones 
who simply serve. Fine, but don’t expect them to 
respond like a “God” of some perfect revelation. They, 

nor I, have asked for your guiding light from out your 
darkness. I live, exist and work from a level of etheric 
PERFECTION so I am rather amused and sometimes 
annoyed at primitive “peace settlers”. You know, 

“make peace at all costs” because it makes YOU un- 
comfortable to function in your own little perceived 
limitations with unrest-even if you don’t know a 
confounded thing about the problem. 

WHEN YOU HAVE PERFECTED ALL RELA- 
TIONSHIPS WITHIN YOUR OWN BLOOD FAMI- 
LIES-THEN, AND ONLY THEN, SHALL YOU BE 
WELCOME TO RUN MINE. I AM NOT SOME “EASY” 
TASKMASTER WITH NOTHING TO DO EXCEPT 
SOOTHE RUFFLED FEATHERS OF THE FLEDG- 
LINGS. I DO NOT SERVE A HATCHING FACTORY. 
MY BIRDS HAVE GOT TO FLY, FULLY FLEDGED 
AND IN TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY-FORTHE NEST 
ROBBERS ARE ON THE WING CIRCLING YOUR 
NESTS. If all you feel that all you need do is sit and be 
perfect while waiting for God to shower you with great 
wisdom-then the least you can do is get out of the way 
of those trying in spite of you to put aside provisions 

and prepare for negative possibilities. If, further, you 
have time to spend an hour or dozens of hours working 
out MY lessons-then you DO HAVE TIME TO STUDY 
YOURS! ! If you can spend even twenty minutes vilify- 
ing my people and ME-on a telephone or over lunch- 
then you DO HAVE TIME TO LEARN THE FACTS 
AND THE TRUTH. YOU LIE TO SELVES IF YOU 
SPOUT OTHERWISE. BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY: 

If all you do is object to MY OPINION OF LIFE- 
and go forth on great arguments about same according 
to yours-WHY DO YOU ATTEND MINE IN THE 

“0 FIRST PLACE? Do you think that arguing mine will 
make YOURS correct7 If mine IS INCORRECT-why 

TOO MUCH not just go forth and leave me and my opinions ALONE? 
WHY? Because YOU KNOW I am correct and all 

There is a lot being missed here but I weary of my the arguing,and bashing will change not one iota of it. 

words being taken out of context and presented twisted You may think you are “drawn” here because of some- 
and warped, so we will speak of some of those things thing physical like a market tip or something similar- 

orally. I am happy to share and I am happy to have you or simply to be in the circle for making trouble and 
welcomed into my “space”. I am not happy when you stirring interesting chaos. NO, you KNOW that I 
TAKE SPACE and demand of me and mine that AM RIGHT! I, worse, make NO ACCOMMODA- 
your will be done. I DO GOD’S WILL-NONE OTHER! TION TO YOURDRUTHERS as to GOD AND TRUTH. 

I requested that any who would attend my tea-break That burns a lot of you but would you be not disap- 

this day to bring with you all your venom and confron- pointed if I just said, “Fine, you are right, I am wrong- 
tations-for I am happy to confront and remove your and Pigs is Pigs.” BUT, “GETCHA” AND “FIXYA” 
stingers-and I do it for FREE! If you don’t like my ARE NOT NICE EFFORTS OR WORDS TO PULL ON 

cookies GO EAT SOMEWHERE ELSE! Is this so hard If you don’t like me then STAY AWAY FROM 
to understand? Would I go to Sims’ lamp shop and ME! And, furthermore, I will promise to STAY AWAY 

throw out his lamps, demand of his workers and “just FROM YOU-as far away as I can get-and that is A 

take a lamp or two” because I like them or smash others VERY LONG WAY! And when you ask God to fix 

because I don’t like them? Do I make long-distance something for you-REMEMBER, He sent me once- 
calls to “get him” because I disagree with his lamp- to YOU-and now, what do you think you may get 
making and plead with people to not buy them and yet instead7 
even to shun them while I also tell that they are inferior It is quite simple deduction, readers and listen- 

and a “lie”? I especially object when the lamps are just ers-I KNOW THE WAY AND YOU DO NOT!! You 

FINE but the ones running the lamps don’t know will always find others who will promise you greatness 
enough to plug them into the electrical outlet! Espe- and the way-BUT WILL YOU FIND IT AFTER ALL 

cially when they got the lamps “FREE” in the begin- IS LAID BARE’? It is actually even more simple than 
ning. I would never presume to even take a step inside the aforegoing: DENY ME AND I SHALL DENY YOU 

his lobby without first being invited or welcomed IN TO MY FATHER AND-ON THAT DAY OF CON- 

ADVANCE! ! And don’t say in retort: “Well, you’re FRONTATION-LET US SEE WHO KNOWS THE 

different and I demand inclusion.” No, I am NOT and TRUTH OF LIFE AND JOURNEY! BY THE WAY: I 
you can continue to demand all you want-but you will HAVE NO TO SHARE ANYTHING 
not always continue to find pious graciousness for May whatever force be with you-that you choose. 

same. You who continue to play both ends against the But remember, the FORCE of my resources are the 
middle-are going to end up SMASHED in that middle. LIGHTED GOD’S PERFECTION-AND IN THE END 
You who burn both ends of your candle-will run out of GOD WINS! ! I! You may well be allowed the “playing” 
fuel in the middle and never accomplish anything! in the game-BUT THE GAME IS GOD’S! 
Think about it. Salu. 

September 30, 1995 

Dear Readers, 
Hello! It’s me again. I am verys sorry that it has taken me so long to write again. Issues in my 

immediate situation have taken up a considerable amount of time. You may be pleased to know that I 

will be granted the presence of my mom on Tuesday, October 2nd. 
Something I believe I forgot to mention in my last letter is that I am a very avid reader. I will read 

anything I can get my hands on-well, almost anything. For those who were wondering, I am allowed 

to receive any gift anyone would like to send. Unforfunately, I am no longer getting any mail that doesn’t 

have return address or is addressed to my better name, Kelly Phillips. I think it’s rather pointless and 

trivial, but you get used to things like that in my situation. 
Thank you to everybody who has written and sent gifts of love. I really appreciate it. My apologies 

that I cannot write you each individually. I would have to lock myself in my room for a number of months, 

and then I still may not get all of the letters written. I regret that I must now close. I love you all very, 

very much! ! . 

KELLY’S ADDRESS: 

Kelly Cox 

% Jabnell 

P.O. Box 690 

Powell. TN 37849 

In LOVE and LIGHT, 
Kelly Phillips 
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with a population greater than four million, the grand 
jury consists of 23 members. 

Try asking a friend to explain the grand jury system Before we explore further the inner workings of the 
to you. The odds are, they wouldn’t be able to. Grand grand juF system, let’s go back historically and view 
juries are cloaked in secrecy, which is by design. But the evoluibn of the general concept of a jury system. 

in reality, almost no one knows about grand juries and 
the hows and whys under which they operate. 

This week in Bakersfield, Calif., the county grand 
jury held an “open house” for the first time, which gave 
me an excellent opportunity to really find out, in detail, 

While grand juries can be traced as far back as 

what the grand jury system is all about. And since the 

ancient Greece, let’s hear what the late, great English 

Barrister Sir William Blackstone, KT., has to say about 
model for grand juries is the same across the land, let the history oftrial by jury in his 1915 classic, Commen- 

me explain it for you. Please keep in mind that 
functions. The some of the words and spellings are in the old English 

a a tradition. [Quoting:] 

these 
A trial that hath been used time out of mind in this 

nation, and seems to have been coeval with the first 
The grandjury may subpoena persons and/or records civil government thereof. Some authors have endeav- 

to obtain information on subjects under investigation. 
The grand jury is sworn to complete confidential- 

ored to trace the original of juries up as high as the 

Britons themselves, the first inhabitants of our island 
ity, as it pertains to complainants, witnesses or content [England]; but certain it is that they were in use among 

of investigative matters. They may not disclose any the earliest Saxon colonies, their institution being 
information they receive within the confines of the jury ascribed by Bishop Nicholson to Woden himself, their 

or the identity of anyone appearing before them, unless great legislator and captain. 

permission is given. 

Hence it is that we may 

a the 

find traces of juries in the laws of all those nations 
which adopted the feudal system, as in Germany, France 

The history of the jury goes back at least to the 
go 

The first juries were called They were used as 
a means of getting information about matters of com- 
mon knowledge in the locality, such as the commission 
of crimes or the boundaries of the king’s lands, which 
the judges might not know. This form was brought to 
England by the Normans in the 1000s. 

By the end of the 14OOs, the jury had come to be 
used much as it is used today, to decide questions of fact 
in criminal and civil trials. Trial by jury took the place 
of such ways of deciding cases as having two represen- 
tatives fight in a with the winner of the 
fight winning the case. 

The nature of a jury trial has undergone many 
changes. Originally, jurymen were shut up without 
food and drink until they reached a verdict. Some- 
times, if they failed to agree, they were carted to the 
edge of the county and thrown into a ditch. Today, no 
one except the other members of a jury can urge any 
juror to come to an agreement. Jurymen were once 
witnesses, called because they had knowledge of the 
facts. Today, a juryman who has special knowledge 
about the case is excused from serving on a petty jury. 

. _. . . . . . . .-. 
(A petit, or petty, jury is tne oralnary trial ~uxy.) It IS 

important that jurors decide oii the basis of evidence 
and Italy, who had all of them a tribunal composed of given in court. 

a twelve good men and true, usually the 
vassals or tenants of the lord, being the equals and 

The grand jury probably grew out of the Anglo- 

office to 

Saxon custom in the 1000s and 1100s &having twelve 

peers of the parties litigant, and, as the lord’s vassals 

a judged each other in the lord’s courts, so the king’s 

senior knights decide whether a man accused ofwrong- 
doing should be freed or forced to submit to trial by 

be vassals, or the lords themselves, judged each other in ordeal or by combat, 
the king’s court. In England we find actual mention of 

the If no indictment is returned, all 
The jury system was introduced into many coun- 

them so early as the laws of King Ethelred, and that not 

are kept secret. 

tries of Europe in the 18OOs, and later into many 

Few criminal cases are now as a new invention. Stiernhook ascribes the invention countries of South America. But these countries fol- 

heard by the grand jury since the accused still has the of the jury, which in the Teutonic language is denomi- 
right to a preliminary hearing even if an indictment is 

lowed the French system, rather than the English. 
nated to Regner, King of Sweden and Den- 

returned. As in the case of civil investigations, all 
Under this system, the jury is used only in important 

mark, who was cotemporary with our King Egbert. Just civil cases, and in criminal trials. The verdict does not 

hearings pertaining to criminal cases are conducted in as we are apt to impute the invention of this, and some have to be unanimous. 

complete secrecy. 

[End quoting.1 
other pieces of juridical polity, to the superior genius of In a footnoted comment in Sir William Blackstone’s 

Grand juries consist of 19 members in counties Alfred the Great; to whom, on account of his having 

with a population of less than four million. In counties 

Commentaries on the Laws of England, “It is, in fact, to 

done much, it is usual to attribute everything, and as the reign ofHenry the Second t!at we owe the introduc- 

the tradition of ancient Greece placed to the account of 
their one Hercules whatever achievement was per- 
formed, superior to the ordinary prowess of mankind. 
Whereas, the truth seems to be that this tribunal was 
universally established among all the northern nations, 
and so interwoven in their that 
earliest accounts of the one give us also some traces of 
the other. Its establishment, however, use, in this 
island, of what it be, though for a time 
greatly impaired and shaken by the introduction of the 
Norman trial by battle, was always so highly esteemed 
and valued by the people, that no conquest, no change 
of government, could ever prevail to abolish it. In 

it is more than once insisted on as the 
principal bulwark of our liberties; but especially by 
chapter 29, that no free-man shall be hurt in either his 
person or property; 

(unless by the lawful 
judgment of his peers).” And it was ever esteeemed, in 
all countries, a privilege of the highest and most ben- 
eficial nature. 

But I will not misspend the reader’s time in fruit- 
less encomiums on this method of trail: but shall pro- 
ceed to the dissection and examination of it in all its 
parts, from whence, indeed, its highest encomium will 
arise; since the more it is searched into and understood 
the more it is sure to be valued. And this is a species of 
knowledge most absolutely necessary for every gentle- 
man in the kingdom, as well because he may be fre- 
quently called upon to determine in this capacity the 
rights of others, his fellow-subject, as because his own 
property, his liberty and his life depend upon maintain- 

ing, in its legal force, the constitutional trial by jury. 
[End quoting.] 

Using a far different source, let me quote what 
has to say about the history 

of juries. [Quoting:] 



tion of trail by jury; not, as Blackstone seems to sup- 
pose, by way of reviving ancient custom, but as a royal 
innovation, stoutly resisted by popular prejudice.” 
[Jenks, in 4 428.1 

provides for the grand jury in the 
which reads: 

Jury; 

a 

a 

a 

Within the 
United States, the 
first grand jury was 
held in the Massa- 
chusetts Bay Colony. 

Juries are further 
mentioned in the 
and 

_ . 

No. 83, Alexander Hamilton writes, [quoting:] necessary, than they might be if themselves 
The excellence of the trial by jury in civil cases exclusive determination of all causes. [End quot- 

appears to depend on circumstances foreign to the ing.] 
preservation of liberty. The strongest argument in Hamilton’s concern is well taken, particularly in 
its favor is that it is a security against corruption. light of the fact that not only judges but grand juries 
there is always better opportunity to constitute “standing bodies”. 
tamper with a standing body of magistrates than 
with a jury summoned for the occasion, there is room 
to suppose that a corrupt influence would more eas- 

the 
Who can be on the grand jury? A citizen, 18 years 

by or older, who has been a resident of the county for one 
prior to being selected, and is of 

juries, are themselves stand- ordinary intelligence and good character, as well as 
having a working knowledge of the English language, 
and who has not served as a grand juror within one year 

a to serve. No law degree or specific creden- 
tials are necessary to become a grand jury member. 

How is a person se- 
lected to serve on the 
grand jury? Qualified 
citizens may submit their 

Court, and fifteen 
Superior Court Judges 
nominate four applicants. 

Sixty nominees are 
then placed into a ran- 
dom drawing for 30 pro- 
spective jurors. The 30 

appear in court in June, 
which are then reduced 
by another random draw- 
ing to the final 19 and 
may include up to 10 
“hold over” members of 

The selected panel is 
sworn in, given a descrip- 

tion of its duties and be- 
gins a one-year term on 
July 1. 

In a statement from 
the (California) law book 

“Each member 
of the grand jury is re- 

to take an oath to 
support the 

and 
the 

and all laws 
pursuance 

thereof and in conformity 
therewith; to diligently 
inquire into, and make 

a true presentment, of all public offenses against the 
the the 

previ- there county, of which the grand jury has or can obtain legal 
that of 

fellow grand jurors and of the government, and not, 
the due 

every proceedings or authorized by statute, 
mony of any witness examined before the grand jury or 

a anything said by any grand juror, or the manner in 
which any grand juror may have voted on any matter 
before the grand jury; to present no person through 

the jury gone malice, hatred, or ill will, or leave any person 
a unpresented through fear, favor, or affection, or for any 

a the 
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 

the 
standing. It is presumed that a grand jury was regularly 

legally sworn.” 
It is common knowledge that during construction success, What is the time commitment for a juror? Citizens 

of the there were many heated debates. seduce serving on the grand jury must be willing to spend the 
represent many of the most part of three to four days a week with grand jury 

articulate arguments regarding various aspects of the judges obligations, including jury and committee meetings, 
under consideration. In fewer, a visits to facilities and personnel throughout the,cc+pty. 



Jurors are paid a per diem fee plus mileage each day having no better foundation than public clamor or 
served. private malice.. . 

The grand jury is divided into committees, each of In your investigations you will receive only legal 
which concentrates on investigations of certain gov- of evidence, to the exclusion of mere reports, suspicions 
ernmental departments. The committees established of and hearsay evidence. Subject to this qualification, you 
by the grand jury include: ad hoc; administrative; [Alexander Hamilton, will receive all the evidence presented which may 
audit/finance; continuity/tracking; coordination with 83.1 throw light upon the matter under consideration, 
cities; criminal justice/special investigations; educa- whether it tends to establish the innocence or the guilt 
tion; health and welfare; procedures manual/editorial; Once again, in Blackstone’s of the accused. And more: if, in the course of your 
public awareness and special districts. Laws “The functions of the grand jury are inquiries, you have reason to believe that there is other 

Who can request a grand jury investigation? Any so admirably stated by Mr. Justice Field, while on evidence, not presented to you, within your reach, 
citizen, county and city official or employee may present circuit, that an extended quotation is given from his which would qualify or explain away the charge under 
complaints to the grand jury. They should be written, charge to the grand jury in the United States circuit investigation, it will be your duty to order such evi- 
including specific information and/or allegations. The court.” [Quoting-further:] dence to be produced. Formerly, it was held that an 
jury investigates possible felonies and charges of mal- You are summoned as grand jurors of the circuit indictment might be found if evidence were produced 
feasance (wrongdoing), misfeasance (a lawful act in an court of the United States for the district of California, sufficient to render the truth of the charge probable. 
unlawful manner), and nonfeasance (failure to perform and the duties with which you are charged are of the But a different and a more just and merciful rule now 
required acts by public officials). highest importance to the due administration ofjustice. prevails. To justify the finding of an indictment, you 

All correspondence will be acknowledged; remain By the no person can must be convinced, so far as the evidence before you 
confidential; and all complainants will receive notifi- be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous goes, that the accused is guilty-in other words, you 
cation of the action taken by the grand jury. crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand ought not to find an indictment unless, in your judg- 

How are results of grand jury investigations made jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, ment, the evidence before you, unexplained and 
public7 At the end of its term, the grand jury issues a or in the militia when in actual service in time of war uncontradicted, would warrant a conviction by a petit 
Final Report to the Presiding Judge. Portions of this or public danger. No steps, therefore, can be taken, jury. 
document pertaining to investigation results during the with the exceptions mentioned, for the prosecution of How far you should proceed to inquire into other 
year, may have been previously released to encourage any crime of an infamous character- and under that matters than such as are brought to your consideration 
actions on urgent matters. These reports, including designation the whole series of felonies is classed- by the government, through its prosecution officer, the 
findings and recommendations of each committee, are beyond the arrest, examination and commitment of the district attorney, has been a matter of much conflict of 
available to the general public and the media. party accused, until the grand jury have deliberated and opinion among different judges. 

In the law book comes the following acted upon the accusation. Your functions are, there- Before giving our views upon this subject, it is 
statement under [Quoting:] fore, not only as already stated, important; they are proper to state that there is a wide difference between 

Generally, no person is to be held to answer for a indispensable to the administration of criminal justice. the powers and duties of grand juries of the state courts 
capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a pre- The institution of the grand jury is of very ancient of California and of grand juries of the national courts. 
sentment or indictment of a grand jury. . ‘origin in the history of England; it goes back many By a statute of the state, grand juries of the state 

A grand jury is a body of the required number of centuries. For a long period its powers were not clearly courts possess very great inquisitorial powers. They 
persons returned from the citizens of the county before defined; and it would seem, from the accounts of com- are required to’inquire into the official misconduct of 
a tour! of competent jurisdiction, and sworn to inquire mentators on the laws of that country, that it was at first public officers of every description in their country, 
into public offenses committed or triable within the a body, which not only accused, but which also tried and are entitled to the examination of all its public 
county. It is an investigatory and inquisitorial body of public offenders. However this may have been in its records. They are bound by their oath to inquire into 
ancient origin, created for the protection of society and origin, it was, at the time of the settlement of this and presentment make all public offenses against the 
the enforcement of the law as an arm or agency of the country, an informing and accusing tribunal only, with- laws of the state committed or triable in their county, of 
court. The grand jury is a judicial body and an instru- out whose previous action no person charged with a which they have, or can obtain, legal evidence. In order 
aentality of the courts of the state. Furthermore, it is felony could, except in certain special cases, be put to ascertain whether or not there has been any official 
a part of the court by which it is convened and is under upon his trial. And in the struggles which at times misconduct in any public office, they have, under the 
that court’s control. Thus, grand jurors are officers of arose in England between the powers of the king and statute, authority to inspect all his books and records, 
the court. the rights of the subject, it often stood as a barrier and to subject him to a searching examination. 

An indictment is an accusation in writing, pre- against persecution in his name; until, at length, it No such general authority to inspect the books of 

sented by the grand jury to a competent court, charging came to be regarded as an institution by which the the officers of the United States, and to subject the 
a person with a public offense. subject was rendered secure against oppression from officers themselves to examination in respect to 

The grand jury is authorized to proceed against a unfounded urosecutions of the crown. entries in those books, is possessed bp the grand iuries 
corporation. [End quoting.] In this country, from the popular character of our of the national courts. The exercise of suih authority 

institutions, there has seldom been any contest between might prove of serious detriment to the public service, 
the government and the citizen, which required the for it might interfere with the established system by 
existence of the grand jury as a protection against which the accountability of the local officers of the 
oppressive action of the government. Yet the institu- United States to the executive departments at Washing- 

tion was adopted in this country, and is continued from ton is secured. You will readily perceive that an 

considerations similar to those which give to it its chief inspection by the grand jury, for instance, of the books 
value in England, and is designed as a means, not only of the collector of customs at this port, and requiring 

of bringing to trial persons accused of public offenses that officer to explain his entries and his conduct, often 
upon just grounds, but also as a means of protecting the directed by private and confidential communications 
citizen against unfounded accusation, whether it come from those departments, might seriously embarrass the 
from government or be prompted by partisan passion or government in its action. So, too, embarrassment 
private enmity. No person shall be required, according might follow from a similar inspection of the records 

to the fundamental law of the country, except in the and examination of other officers ofthe United States... 
cases mentioned, to answer for any of the higher crimes, We return now to the inquiry as to what matters you 

unless this body, consisting of not less than sixteen can direct your investigation beyond those which are 
191, nor more than twenty-three, brought to your notice by the district attorney. Your 

good and lawful men, selected from the body of the oath requires you to diligently inquire, and true pre- 
district, shall declare, upon careful deliberation, under sentment make, of such articles, matters and things as 
the solemnity of an oath, that there is good reason for shall be given you in charge, or otherwise come to your 
his accusation and trial. knowledge touching the present service. 

From these observations, it will be seen, gentle- The first designation of subjects of inquiry are 

men, that there is a double duty cast upon you as grand those which shall be given you in charge; this means 
jurors of this district; one a duty to the government, or, those matters which shall be called to your attention by 

more properly speaking, to society, to see that parties the court, or submitted to your consideration by the 
against whom there is just ground to charge the com- district attorney. The second designation of subjects of 

mission of crime, shall be held to answer the charge; inquiry are those which shall otherwise come to your 

and, on the other hand, a duty to the citizen to see that knowledge touching the present service; this means 
he is not subjected to prosecution upon accusations those matters within the sphere of and relating to your 
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duties which shall come to your knowledge, other than instrument for the gratification of private malice.. . 
those to which your attention has been called by the 

be present at the taking of testimony before you for the 
The oath which you have taken indicates the impar- purpose of giving information or advice touching any 

court or submitted to your consideration by the district tial spirit with which your duties should be discharged. matter cognizable to you, and may interrogate wit- 
attorney. You are to present no one from envy, hatred or malice; tresses before you, but he has no right to be present 

But how come to your knowledge? nor shall you leave anyone unpresented for fear, favor, pending your deliberations on the evidence. When your 
Not by rumors and reports, but by knowledge ac- affection, hope of reward or gain; but shall present a11 

quired from the evidence before you, or from your own 
vote is taken upon the question whether an indictment 

things truly as they come to your knowledge according shall be found or a presentment made, no person be- 
observations. Whilst you are inquiring as to one of- to the best of your understanding. sides yourselves should be present. 
fense, another and a different offense may be proved, or You are also to keep your own deliberations secret; These,‘gentlemen, are all the general instructions 
witnesses before you may, in testifying, commit the you are not at liberty even to state that you. have had a which we have thought important to give you at this 
crime of perjury. matter under consideration. Great injustice and injury time. [End quoting.] [Field, J., Charge 

Some ofyou, also, may have personal knowledge of might be done to the good name and standing of a 2 Suwy. 667, 
the commission of a public offense against the laws of citizen if it were known that there had ever been before 
the United States, or of facts which tend to show that you for deliberation the question of his guilt or inno- 
such an offense has been committed, or possibly at- cence of a public offense. You will allow no one to 
tempts may be made to influence corruptly or improp- question you as to your own action or the action of your 
erly your action as grand jurors. If you are personally associates on the grand jury. In 83 (1787-1788), Alexander 
possessed of such knowledge, you should disclose it to To authorize you to find an indictment or present- Hamilton writes, [quoting:] 
your associates; and if any attempts to influence your 
action corruptly or improperly are made, you should 
inform them of it also, and they will act upon the 
information thus communicated as if presented to them 
in the first instance by the district attorney. 

ment there must be a concurrence 
of at least twelve of your number; a 

mere majority will not suffice. 

But unless knowledge is acquired in one of these 
ways, it cannot be considered as the basis for any action 
on your part. 

We, therefore, instruct you that your investigations 
are to be limited: First, to such matters as may be called 
to your attention by the court; or, second, may be 
submitted to your consideration by the district attor- 
ney; or, third, may come to your knowledge in the 
course of your investigations into the matters brought 
before you, or from your own observations; or, fourth, 
may come to your knowledge from the disclosures of 
your associates. 

You will not allow private prosecutors to intrude 
themselves into your presence, and present accusa- 
tions. Generally such parties are actuated by private 
enmity, and seek merely the gratification of their per- 
sonal malice. 

If they possess any information justifying the accu- 
sation of the person against whom they complain, they 
should impart it to the district attorney, who will 
seldom fail to act in a proper case. But if the district 
attorney should refuse to act, they can make their 
complaint to a committing magistrate, before whom the 
matter can be investigated, and if sufficient evidence be 
produced of the commission of a public offense by the 
accused, he can be held to bail to answer to the action 
of the grand jury. 

The as you have 
observed, speaks of a presentment 
or indictment by a grand jury. The 
latter-the indictment-is a for- 
mal accusation made by the grand 
jury charging a party with the com- 
mission of a public offense, For- 
merly it was the practice in all 
courts having jurisdiction to in- 
quire by the intervention of a grand 
jury of public offenses, amounting 
to the erade of felonies-and such 
is the p&ice now in many courts- 
for the public prosecutor to hand to 
the grand jury an instrument of this 
charcter-that is, a bill of an in- 
dictment in form, with’s list of the 
witnesses to establish the offense 
charged. If in such as the jury 
found that the evidence produced 
justified the finding of an indict- 
ment they indorsed on the instru- 

Alexander Milton 

The friends of 
adversaries of the 
plan of the conven- 
tion @onstitutional 
convention], ifthey 
agree in nothing 
else, concur at least 
in the value they 
set upon the trial 
by jury; or if there 
is any difference 
between them it 
consists in this: the 
former regard it as 
a valuable safe- 
guard to liberty; 
the latter represent 
it as the very palla- 
dium of free gov- 
ernment. For my 
own part, the more 
the operation. of the 
institution has 
fallen under my ob- 
servation, the more 

When the court does not deem the matter of suffi- 
cient importance to call your attention to it, and the 
district attorney does not think it expedient to submit 

tion, and the private pros- 
e~ntor ne~Iects to 

duced by him, and have the benefit of counsel, is the 
usual mode of initiating proceedings in criminal cases, 
and is the one which presents to the citizen the greatest 
security against false accusations from any quarter. 
And this mode ought not to be departed from, except in 
those cases where the attention of the jury is directed to 

the consideration of particular offenses by the court, or 
by the district attorney, or the matter is brought to their 
knowledge in the course of their investigations, or from 
their own observations, or from disclosures made by 
some of their number. 

We have been led, gentlemen, to give these instruc- 
tions upon the nature of your duties and the limits to the 
sphere of your investigations, because an impression 
widely prevails that the institution of the grand jury has 
outlived its usefulness, an impression which has been 
created from a disregard of those limits, and the facility 
with which it has, unfortunately, often been used as an 

ment “A true bill”; otherwise, “Not found”, or “Not a 
true bill”, or the words “Ignoramus’‘-we know noth- 
ing of it-from the use of which latter word the bill was 
sometimes said to be ignored. 

A presentment differs from an indictment in that it 
wants technical form, and is usually found by the grand 
jury upon their own knowledge, or upon the evidence 
before them, without having any bill from the public 
prosecutor. It is an informal accusation, which is 

regarded in the light of instructions upon 
indictment can be framed. 

This form of accusation has fallen in disuse since 
the practice has prevailed-and the practice now 

erally r the prosecuting officer to attend 

MY advise them in their investiga- 

The government now seldom delivers bills of in- 
dictment to fhe grand jury in advance of their action, 
but generally awaits their judgment upon the matters 
laid before them. The district attorney has the right to 

reason I have discovered for holding it in high estima- 
tion; and it would be altogether superfluous to examine 
to what extent it deserves to be esteemed useful or 
essential in a representative republic, or how much 
more merit it may be entitled to as a defense against the 
oppressions of an hereditary monarch, than as a barrier 
to the tyranny of popular magistrates in a popular 
government. Discussions of this kind would be more 
curious than bene s all are satisfied of th 
of the institution 
But I must a&now 

tion to criminal proceedings. The trial by jury 
criminal cases, aided by the frabeas act, se 
therefore to be alone concerned in the question. [ 
quoting.] 
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claims of wrong doing, then they are duty bound to 
reach that conclusion and not issue indictments. 

In modern times, one person who is well acquainted 
with the judicial process is author and researcher E&ace 

What became clear to me in my discussions with 
Kern County grand jurors is that the scope of the grand 

Mullins. In his book Mullins com- jury function “behind-the-scenes” is far greater than 
ments: “When an American citizen goes into court, he we would suspect with regard to insuring integrity 

can say, as Christ said inLuke 22353, ‘this is your hour, within the city and county government structure and 
and the power of darkness. ’ We are on the verge, of behind the scenes problem solving and resolution of 
dispelling the power of darkness in our courts. We improprieties when those in a given agency may not be 
must now turn on the lights full force, and see hordes aware that a given action is inappropriate. Indict- 
of cockroaches scuttling frantically towards a dark ments and prosecution are not the only possibilities 
corner. There are a number of encouraging develop- here. 
ments throughout the United States; first, a growing Surely there is equal opportunity for abuse and 
awareness of the absolute corruption of the legal pro- corruption, particularly in sparse, rural areas of the 
cess; two, there is little that most lawyers will do for country when the same group of citizens step forward 
you except to take your money; and, three, your aware- to take responsibility (or control). But this, too, has 
ness of the true condition of the legal morass is your built in safeguards, as the term for grand jury service 

best protection.” is 1 year. There are, it is true, those who are “held 
over” for a second term but then stepping down for a 
minimum of 1 year is required. 

The KEY person, by far, within the entire grand 
The dangers within the grand system include jury structure is the Foreman. The Foreman sets the 

the potential domination of the jury with a tyrannical or tone and the pace for what is or is not accomplished. 
dominating and authoritarian person. The general The grand jury has at its disposal county counsel, 
consensus across the nation seems to be that county as well as counsel from the superior court presiding 
grand juries are “rubber stamps” for the district judge. There is NOT, however, a judge present at the 
attorney’s office and a mere “yes-man” extension of grand jury procedings-just the citizens sitting on the 
that office, with a prosecutorial agenda to fulfill. There jury. While the annual operating budgets for local 
are, of course, two sides to that coin. There is also the grand juries are minimal at best, the grand jury does 
potential for fair and impartial examination of evi- have access to certain records and documents that the 
dence. Abuse of power also remains an unknown factor general public would not have access to. 

within the grand jury process. There are many unemployed, or independent, or 
State and federal grand juries, while slightly dif- retired, or semi-retired people across the nation who 

ferent in scope from the county grand jury, are concep- often ask themselves, “How can I make a difference?” 
tually the same. When 19-23 men and women examine One way to really make a difference at the local county 
evidence before them, or evidence which they research level is to apply to the grand jury. Please keep in mind 
through their efforts and determine that impropriety of before doing this, however, that it is a commitment of 
a criminal nature occurred, they have the authority and 
the obligation to issue indictments against those per- 
sons. So, too, if they do not find evidence supporting 

(for shipping and handling, add 10%) 

about 3 days a week, for one year-with no pay to speak 
of (approximately $10&y). 

Sitting on the grand jury process IS community 
service, and also a way to influence the judicial system 

So, if you don’t like the way your local directly. 
government is being run and you feel corruption is 
rampant and you don’t want to run for public office, try 
participation on the grand jury. 

We live in an imperfect world, and our Founding 

Fathers foresaw many difficulties prior to the actual 
framing of the as evidenced, in part, by 
Hamilton’s remarks on judges, grand juries, and juries. 
The bottom line here, in my opinion, is that a grand jury 
is only as good as the integrity and moral foundation of 
the people who sit on the jury. Corruption and abuse of 
power breed corruption and further abuse of power, but 
as Hamilton so aptly put it, “The friends of adversaries 
of the plan of the convention, if they agree in nothing 
else, concur at least in the value they set upon the trial 
by jury; or if there is any difference between them it 
consists in this: the former regard it as a valuable 
safeguard to liberty; the latter represent it as the very 
palladium of free government.” 

******** 
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Many people have asked us what the are. They contain the true history (His-story) of 

mankind on this planet as well as detailed information about the most asked about and wondered about subjects 

(i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander Hatonn and the other Higher 

Spiritual Teachers who have authored these weave spiritual lessons and insights throughout the 

unveiling of lies which have been deceptively forced upon us, throughout time, by the Elite anti-Christ controllers. 

These are the of our time. Their importance in the growth of mankind cannot 

be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding which God promised us we would have, to guide us through 

the “End Times”. 

Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the Quoting from #40, 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE, Vol.11, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future experiences of 

another human civilization-these will be found and TRUTH will again be given unto the world 

manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God always gives His creations that which 

they need when the sequence is proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE THINGS which marks the civilization. 

WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE????? I focus on current activities which might turn your world about in time 

to save your ecosystems and your sovereignty as nations and peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies 

of the generations lest you wait until too late to take control of your circumstance presently within the lies. YOU 

ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH THIS INFORMATION IN 

ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERI- 

ENCE-WILL YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU MOVE INTO AND 

WITHIN THE PLACES OF HOLY CREATOR? THE CHOICE IS YOURS.” 

In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest 

as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new and you don’t have to keep 

remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details. 

See Back Page for ordering information. 

Business Manager 
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The Parasites May Well Us. 

If Certain Promises Don’t Come Thru 
10/20/95 #l HATONN 

ENTROPY 

There is a truth which accompanies the piles of 
entropy in a given area: “If you wait long enough and 
shuffle enough, a thing will eventually surface, again.” 
If I write on several subjects I will get responses and 
inquiries on as many subjects, AND MORE. My rea- 
sons for writing on a given subject are planned to 
encounter the CONFIRMATION coming back upon 
you so that you can begin to see and know that we do 
indeed keep up with things which are impacting or 
WILL IMPACT you greatly. 

Today we have more information on new forms of 
tapeworms. We have refusal to believe that your weather 
and your very death-dealing elements are being sold 
and transported through your world systems without so 
much as a sidewise glance-FROM RUSSIA, WITH 

LOVE. 
We have, also, the returning results of users of our __. . 

and that is why you have the zillions of worthless but 
expensive money-makers that DO NOT WORK. 

I also need to speak on the very system of the 
Universe (a bit broad at best) so that you can see how 

frequency and energy are all there are-in a most 
orderly operating machine. And then there is “my” 
wish: that we could continue to cover 
so that you can understand the rest of the “stuff’ I pour 
upon you. 

Earthquakes are happening all around now-but I 
have to leave most of that reference to Soltec because 
Dharma only has ten fingers guided by one brain cen- 
ter. That means, however, that Ed, Norey and Kali are 
pulled from their other work to receive and pass on the 
information behind the obvious. 

Everyone wants to label Dharma as THE culprit, 

saint, worker, great confuser, etc., etc. No, sorry about 
that, for we work as a team. Phyllis tries to put together 
the News Desk, Claudia tries to cram all the informa- 

can share and others share with us. You may well find 
yourselves perceiving selves and species as “becoming 
a Galactic being or beings” but, dear ones, you have not 
come up, yet, from the mole-runs. You who have done 
so-try desperately to make others SEE AND HEAR, 
but alas the controllers of adversarial intent keep you 
muffled and baffled. The BIG ants can always eat the 
little ants. And then, nobody wants to take out the trash 
as everybody, no matter how much of a failure in other 
life-experience, wants to be THE honcho who doesn’t 
do anything-just “knows” better than whoever might 
be doing the work. On top of that position-there are 
also the takers who pull on you to supply their needs 
and then bash you if you allow it. 

Anyone who thinks our people are in some kind of 
abundant trance and live in diamond mansions is nuts. 
Every nook and cranny of each area is crammed with a 
dozen different projects that go on day and night, year 
after short year-with no assets, while the pickers pick 
and the moaners moan over their sad state of “getcha”. 
The WONDERMENT comes from the fact that some 

products and their widespread uses- even to smokers 
who had been living-smoking-machines for 44 years- 

tion into an allotted number of pages in CONTACTthat STILL, IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING, continue to offer 

who stopped instantly and totally comfortably while 
can be somehow paid for, Editors Zita and Princeton and serve. 

using GaiaGold. Gold is the most recognized and 

make every effort to pick up errors after finishes Why would a Farrakhan, a Dharma, au a 

effective anti-addiction potion known to mankind-for 
with the rough typo-error-catching and on and on. Rick 
is usually on assignment. Seares was lost to us months 

Ron Carlson continue endlessly and without interrup- 

any “time”. It is so effective for treatment of addictions 

tion to produce something ofworthiness? you 

ago-silenced would be a better term, and hence we are 
that it is banned where possible, buried when possible, 

somehow that they like being shot at, beaten d&n, 
back to picking up the behind-the-scenes events as we accused of vileness, and just love the inner reward of 

u 
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battering? When a stream of marching ants are on their tactics (this woman/man/person seems to have given a jangle easily. However, the romantic illusion (elusion) 
way to the anteater and one in front stops and won’t go lot of money to Mr. Jackson’s campaign), he is insane. is not even in my vision to understand. Can you not 
to the dragon’s mouth-what happens? At first the And he tells us nothing we don’t know from our first offer assistance, friendship and love WITHOUT FALL- 
whole train of ants will run over him or push him into awakening by honorable speakers; he takes without ING “IN-LOVE”? “In-love” is about the most shallow 
the anteater’s mouth or he will have to buck the train in giving; his “truth that cannot be changed or denied” is relationship beings can conjure, for all sorts of decep- 
full motion-or he finally gives up and marches with nothing but lies and non-production and is changed tions andUSING occurs with such shallow reasoning- 
the throng. Worse, the ant who stings the anteater is AND denied AT EVERY INTERSECTION. “I apolo- especially sight-UNSEEN! 
the one who is REALLY in trouble. And so we go on- gize from the bottom of my heart that I diverted my help Could Ronn J. change the perceptions now coming 
and on-and on, hoping the stream of ants will turn to him-from CONTACT-but I don’t have any more to to fullness7 Yes, he could produce some Hoover files, 
about. Worse, the other ants will eat the diversionist offer either one! I literally quit my job and went to New some funds he says were already running around in 
alive-or holocaust him at the stake for efforting to live Mexico, so, I guess I don’t need to share my stupidity brief-cases, just show 500 letters of intent-but he 
and/or find freedom. any further-ok?” either has them NOT or decides to not share them while 

I am also asked to comment on Quebec pulling My comments? “Why are you telling me?” Can petitioning for FAX funds. I’m sorry, readers, I have 
away into sovereignty in Canada and an upcoming Jackson perform on his promises? Some of them. Will no connection other than through agreements (which I 
election. Come now readers, IT IS EXACTLY THE he? It doesn’t appear so-but his business, except as it have kept) with one Ronn Jackson, and what he does 
SAME AS IF TEXAS AGAIN TRIED TO GET OUT OF impacts mine, is NONE OF MY BUSINESS. 1 can otherwise is NONE OF MY BUSINESS. 
THE U.S. NIGHTMARE. THE PENALTIES WILL BE listen to you, readers, but I cannot manage your busi- I am particularly distressed over the lady back 
TERRIBLE AND DRASTIC AS THE POLITICIANS ness. Some of you were emotionally involved and I am “East” who just wrote with some insightful cautions 

about the above situation BUT HAS DROPPED CON- 
BECAUSE OF THE “CONNECTION”. There is 

NO CONNECTION. We hoped that there might be a 
political sharing-nothing more, with the operation in 
Pahrump, Nevada. I say “no more than...” because it is 
obvious that what is AGREED upon and contracted for, 
is NOT happening-and, we have no funds or SPACE 
for more than we offer. I HAVE NO INTENTION OF 
STARTING OR RUNNING A “NEW REPUBLIC”. I 
DON’T NEED A NEW ANYTHING-I ALREADY 
HAVE A PERFECT SETTING. WHY WOULD I CO- 
ERCE YOU INTO RONN JACKSON’S7 YOU need a 
new REPUBLIC by, of and for the people-not me! My 
needs are for physical help in getting a remnant through 
in security with the needs of survival if necessary. We 
need to be able to offer methods and industrial possi- 
bilities for this change-not keep our noses buried in 
politics-anybody’s politics! YOU should and will do 
anything you choose to do, with or without me, and my 
ORDERS are to allow you to do exactly THAT. If you 
WANT to go to New Mexico and wait for the possibility 
of Ronn showing up on Texaco’s land to start a New 
Republic-do so. It is an exceptionally good place to do 
that job-because WE HAVE A BASE 
If Ronn can gain title to same-you would have strong 
capability for restructuring a nation. I would further 
suggest that when Ronn works for THE SAME “CRE- 
ATOR” as I serve, we will get moving quite quickly. Do 
we have “TIME” to wait? NO! 

GO TO WORK ON THE BABY-AND PICKING THE sorry for that-but the rest of us, including you, did our 
CARCASS. YOU A NEW WORLD ORDER- share to free the man so he could fulfill his agreements 
DON’T FORGET THAT FACT FOR A SINGLE MO- and promises. I know not what else to do for each ofyou 
MENT! who are feeling “stung” in the process. And you, 

Ronn Jackson says this is THE year of the patriot “writer”- I TOLD YOU NOT TO GO! I understand - 
and “1995 is the year that our Nation will be returned hurt, desire, hunger for participation and outright emo- 
to a Republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom tional ties-but whatever I say or do comes back to rest 
and the dedicated efforts of its Patriotic citizens. The on the shoulders of our team. Asking you to write and 

shall prevail for all of history!” Well, it ask release for a man in trouble is one thing-to move 
is the 20th of October so I ask JUST WHO is going to sight unseen for that person without reasonable know- 
do it? It most certainly appears it won’t be Mr. Jackson, ing ends up with accusations against my scribe-and it 
at the rate he is moving. It is hard out here, readers! ! is unacceptable. First, first, FIRSTof all things: YOU 

I have a letter here with October 17th’s epistle from MUST HAVE CONTROL OF YOURSELF BEFORE 
Mr. Jackson attached which reads: “My Fellow Ameri- YOU CAN DIVE OFF INTO ANOTHER’S RELA- 
cans: Government says there are problems in this coun- TIONSHIP, DREAM OR PURPOSE. Some of you, this 
try. What government means to say is, ‘The problems particular writer (above), were just as involved IN THE 
that are said by that entity is what government wants to SAME WAYS with Gunther Russbacher-and STILL 
be a problem. ’ Black and white are terms used by hang onto the possibility of something coming from 
government as income-producing reasons. Govern- that sector. Well, perhaps it will-but it will be a 
ment is the problem! The truth is absolute and cannot damned long time, and, as a matter of fact, the Elite 
be changed or denied. bastards intend to assassinate (that is murder by any 

“‘ 1995’ is the year that our Nation will be returned label) him before he is released this next time-from 
to a Republic as a direct result of the spirit of freedom prison. Can’t I help him? NO! I can’t, he and Rayelan 
aud the dedicated efforts of its Patriotic citizens. The call on Satan’s sons, Atalon and Cebal, for their inspi- 
Constitution shall prevail for al1 of history! ration. Raye implanted that idea in Gunther’s brain 

“In Light and Freedom, Ronn Jackson and there it remains while he CLAIMS it is Hatonn. 
“Please Subscribe to our Newsletter.” NO, NO, and NO. NO-SELL! I needed a conduit for 
The letter attached is not suitable for printing. -The funds flow-FROM AUSTRIAN FACILITIES, yet it 

gist is that, if that is all Mr. Jackson is doing-spouting appears that I can’t get it even through another routing. 
such drivel and expecting us to support his stupid The boyz in de hoodzpa do not give up their jingle- 

1 , 

More important to me today is the recent complaint 
of physicians that antibiotics are NOT WORKING on 
the “NEW” diseases. I am pressured to give you 
information, about parasites because THEY CARRY 
VIRUSES AND BACTERIA and are in your water 
supplies. I have here, from October 19,1995, an article 
on UTapeworms” which I will present as example: 
[QUOTING:] 

TAPEWORMS REMAIN 
DEADLY THREAT 

Question: Allan 
Bruckheim column), have become a true source of 
information for our family, and now we need to know 
about the tapeworm disease that comes from eating 
uncooked pork. We know that this disease exists but 
have no clue as to its name or particulars. Could you 

please explain and tell us what treatments can be used 
to help? 

The disease you are seeking informa- 
tion about is caused by the pork tapeworm, 
and is called Tapeworms are more com- 
mon in this country than most people realize, and many 
people are not even aware of the deadly nature of 

If a person eats undercooked pork that has a larval 
form of the tapeworm in it, he or she is essentially 
swallowing an undeveloped coiled form, or cyst, of the 
tapeworm, whose head is wrapped up way inside the 
cyst. 
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The human digestive process unravels or unsheathes 
the tapeworm head, which attaches itself to the lining 
of the human intestine 
Segment by segment the worm proliferates, sometimes 
becoming several FEET LONG. 

The new segments or eggs of the tapeworm 
out in the stool. 

themselves on through.] If 
by chance a person contaminates his or her hand by 
contact with the feces and makes hand-to-mouth con- 
tact, the tapeworm eggs are again ingested. The hatched 
embryos 

Usually, develops when theeggs rather 
than the larvae are swallowed. Epilepsy and severe 
headaches are some of the symptoms that can appear 
after the cysts have invaded critical areas. The liver, 
lungs, peritoneum and underlying skin tissues also can 
be greatly damaged. Surgical removal of the cysts may 
be necessary. 

should always be considered when a 
person discovers a problem of tapeworms, because the 
diagnosis and treatment are difficult. 

As treatment, either niclosamide or prazipauntel 
can be used. These kill the tapeworm, which is usually 
digested by the time it is passed in the stool. 

Stools should then be rechecked at three and six 
months to be sure that a cure has been achieved. 

a 

a 

[END OF QUOTING] 

The sharing reader added a comment: “Parasite 
hosts bacteria which hosts virus. I believe you can also 
get these parasite worms from chicken and turkeys, 
also. And, farmers, working with these animals are 
very vulnerable.” 

So much, today, for the worm variety of parasites. 
Let us now look at the recognition, in a rather round- 
about way, of human “parasites and fluke” diseases. 
[QUOTING:] 

DISASTERS CAUSED BY 
HUMANS. UN 

Sunday, Oct. 10, 1995 
GENEVA (Associated Press)-Earthquakes, floods, 

hurricanes and other natural disasters are occurring 

Today, the United Nations will observe the Interna- 
tional Day for Natural Disaster Reduction by focusing 
on how communities can protect themselves, appar- 
ently from themselves. 

Over the last 30 years, 
6% a UN experts said 

yesterday. With better care of the environment and 
better safeguards, however, many such cataclysms could 
have been prevented, they said. 

The United Nations defines a “natural” disaster as 
an extreme natural event that causes death, injury or 
destruction on a large scale. 

Between 1963 and 1967, there were 89 disasters 
with death tolls of 100 people or more, UN figures 
show. Between 1988 and 1992 there were 205. 

Part of the reason for the increase is natural events 
are more likely to cause damage because of increased 
urbanization, said Peter Hanson, UN emergency relief 
coordinator. 

In other cases, people are the culprits. J 

Deforestation and intensive farming are causing 
floods and landslides, while global warming is sus- 
pected of altering weather patterns and producing more 
killer storms and typhoons, Hanson said. 

[END OF 
QUOTING] 

And, if you still want to talk about Quebec. [QUOT- 
ING:] 

U.S. COULD GET TOUGH, 
STUDY 

MONTREAL (CP)-The U.S. could impose tough 
conditions on a sovereign Quebec, says a study done 
jointly by the University of Ottawa the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies in 

Quebec independence 
says the study by Michel Demers, of the 

University of Ottawa and Carleton University. 

the study said. 
Demers said the U.S. could impose what share of 

the Canadian debt would be repaid by Quebec. 
It could also 

And it could demand that the rights of 
[END OF QUOTING] 

And furthermore, you nice citizens accept this 
garbage without hardly a comment. May you sleep on 
and sleep well for the alarm clock is about to go into 
snooze-alarm in which you “snooze” your way into 
catastrophe. 

Let us turn our humorous attention to your won- 
drous Attorney General, Janet Reno. How many of you 
watched yester-evening as Reno spoke? First there was 
a change in the way the FBI can function to not “let 
another Ruby Ridge” happen. Then followed the B.S. 
about Oklahoma City and then to top it off, a discussion 
of the bungling at WACO. After all this “NEWS” was 
offered the scene changed to Reno who was comment- 
ing, from a request of fluke Foxman, head of the ADL, 
about the Farrakhan “march”. Mzzz Reno said that it 
was terrible about the march for she found such divisive 
information from the speaker, Farrakhan, when it was 
a time for family unity and unification of the masses. 
She could simply not “abide” the separatist and racist 
movement. Next, following the interview news-bite- 
the VERY NEXT subject was a statement by the Park 

Ronn Jackson at has recently sent out a fax across the country 

calling for-or more correctly-demanding a revolution. These faxes written and sent 

out by Ronn have NO CONNECTION WITH, AFFILIATION WITH, ASSOCIATION 

WITH The opinions expressed by Ronn Jackson are HIS. We ask our read; : s 

to be VERY discerning. role is that of informing and educating the pu!- 

Revolution is NO PART OF WHAT WE ARE ABOUT. PERIOD! 

Service that they would no longer be in the “crowd 
counting” business. Well when you can only count 
400,000 when there are 2 million, 106 thousand and 19 
present-I would say they aren’t too good at “crowd 
counting” anyway YOU COUNT. 

However, do not despair, for Mr. Jackson (Ronn) 
has responded to Mr. Foxman’s antics: [QUOTING:] 

TO: Abraham Foxman, Head of the ADL 

FROM: RONN JACKSON 
P.O. Box 4104 
Pahrump, Nevada 8904 1 
Ph. 702-727-0546 
Fax. 702-727-7496 

Mr. Foxman, 
Your bullshit has now been exposed. You, the 

ADL, and all “big Jews” (Khazarians) 

can kiss my Patriotic The days of 
Khazarian domination are quickly evaporating. The 
lie is exposed 

Your asses are exposed to the entire world. 
Have a nice day (while you can). 

Signed: Ronn Jackson [END OF QUOTING] 

My first comment is that the ADL is a branch of 
British Intelligence and not at all Khazarian. They are 
from the British-Israeli segment of the CROWN OF 
ENGLAND. The second is that “Big Jews” are NOT 
Jewish at all. Ronn, friend, you can fool some of the 
people some of the time, some of the people all of the 
time, but fooling ALL of the people (who read COh’- 

you can no longer fool OF THE TIME. 
Now, why don’t you do your job so we can get on with 
our work and stop blowing hot air where the sun don’t 
shine? Partially informed “patriots” are going to de- 
stroy the nation as surely as the parasites will e;\t you 
alive while you can’t see them at work. Never mind the 

insulting threats-do your job and the threats won’t be 
necessary -for they are not desired at any rate, and you 
tell on self. Not even YOUR READERS longer take you 
seriously and I can do no more to shelter your bad 
choices of either words or actions. Produce the 33 
million pieces of claimed mail, the Hoover files (even 
one will do), give instead of ask for, fundings as 
promised, and your word will be re-established as 
valid. At present, son, your word is now discounted as 
nothing. All you have done thus far, as complaints 
arrive daily at my door, is slow up progress toward a 
free nation and waste the funds which WERE available 
while putting a couple or three “real” patriotic citizens 
into debt in the poor-house. 

Painful? Well it ain’t been too loverly for the 
participants either-SO FAR. And please, don’t dump 
it on Germain. We are weary of appearing the FOOLS. 
And, good luck with scaring the wits out of Abraham 
Foxman, I wish somebody could accomplish that task. 
I note that Clinton, Reno and the rest of your pointed 
receivers of your warnings are falling right into line 
with freedom and change. Things will change abruptly 
when you keep even ONE of your long list of promises 
and commitments. May the Overlords be kind! The 
Overmind is quite annoyed! So be it. 

Thank you and good morning. Salu. 
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IS THERE LIFE 
AFTER BRAIN TRAUMA? 

HOW ABOUT HEART TRAUMA? 

YES! IF YOU LEARN 
SOWHING OF VALUE!! 

May we take a minute to speak to this subject? 
Cyrus is often quoted as he offered: “All...have their 
frailties and whoever looks for a friend without imper- 
fections, will never find what he seeks. We love 
ourselves notwithstanding our faults, and we ought to 
love our friends in like manner.” Oh? How might this 
be? 

First of all, readers, we may search for friends but 
friends are not some commodity on the market as you 
would find an apple on the shelf and pick only the ones 
with no bruises or blemishes. The worst part of the 

above statement is the lie that we “love ourselves 
notwithstanding our faults...” We don’t and, as a 
matter of FACT, most of us despise ourselves and hence 
can see nothing save frailties in another. We, worse, 
set up ourselves AND OUR FRIENDS to have the same 
fall and failings. Well, it doesn’t work when one is 
serving GOD because the one in service has no time to 
attend the frailties of another. And. further, if that 
“other” claims friendship and serves as a partner in 
service-he MUST BE TRUSTED. When that trusted 
friend takes advantage or lies about his doings he has 
not ever been A FRIEND! YOU have to accept the 
difference. 

As you move ON you must, however, pause and 
look back from time to time but realize that living in the 
past is a dull and lonely practice for looking always 
backwards strains the neck unless you turn around and 
see “only” that which is past. In addition, I would warn 
you that in doing this you will bump into people not 
going your way and they shall smite you for your 
carelessness. You must hold true friends with both 
your hands and in that way you have no hands left to 
dabble in that which is not your business. There are 
three very valid friendships which you might consider 
carefully for they offer great advantage and give forth 
even more advantage to self as well as the friend: 
friendship with the sincere and honest, friendship with 
the upright, and with the person of much observation. 
The latter can grow and learn. And I must remind you 
that LOVE in TRUTH must continually be nurtured, 
not schemed against; and it must be learned and learned, 
again and again; there is no end to it. When a man turns 
away and smites you-he was NO FRIEND from the 
beginning for he could not reach beyond HIS OWN 
REFLECTION. When these self-imaged reflectors move 
on-rejoice and release. Remember that these “search- 
ers” were looking for their own reasons-when they 
found you! These are the ones who shall ever “look” 
and never, or rarely at best, FIND. They do not want 
truth-they want life to be a reflection of what they 
perceive and that is measured in the confusion and 
sickness of warped personalities and minds. They will 
stay longer if you are equally as warped but when you 
“catch- on”. to the game--you will speak out and they 
cannot bear the confrontation for theirs is the “blame 

game , * *while demanding you accept both their flaws 
and mischief as your own. These Deople don’t make it 

in the REAL world where measurements are made on 
practical business structure. They can only hold onto 
existence by the glue that is wrought through 
misperceptions of Spiritual allowances. Our JOB AT 
HAND demands more! 

I am often asked about penned 
by “The Recorder”. I have recently received more 
inquiries about these presentations and I assume the 
writer speaks of Pelly’s recordings. 

I, as a teacher, am not so familiar with other’s 
works. I am in knowing of that which IS and I often do 
not study my brethren’s works. This is not aloofness- 
it is that I have no right to speculate on that with which 
I am not totally informed. I can give you THE RULE OF 
THUMB: IF TRUTH IS PRESENT AND THE TEACH- 
INGS ARE FROM GOD’S INSTRUCTIONS-IT IS 
WORTHY. IF NOT, NO AMOUNT OF PRATTLING 
ABOUT IT WILL MAKE IT “RIGHT”. I TRY TO 
OFFER THAT WHICH IS REFERENCED “SOME- 
WHERE” IN YOUR PHYSICAL PLANE SO THAT 
YOU HAVE CONFIRMATION AND RECOGNITION. 
WE WRITE IT “AGAIN” SO THAT YOU HAVE 
REMINDINGS AND REFERENCES AND TO OFFER 

YOU FIND SELVES EXPRESSING. 

I would, however, find that the “language” of the 
could find misinterpretation because of the 

terms used therein. We each tend to speak in such 
manner as would be recognized by the readers of a 
given “time” and often that causes great loss of input by 
the attending generation of readers or listeners. I could 
give you example after example but let me just para- 
phrase passages which I find accurate and see ifyou can 
“hear” them more easily. Let us consider the thirty- 
fifth “speaking” from the (Chapter 242) and see 
that which it actually “says”: [PARAPHRASING:] 

It is now time to know that THE time is here when 
it moves beyond reason to know whereof the actual 
battle rage. It now comes unto man that he is depressed 
and in darkness-and there seems to be none to lift him 
from that state of controlled existence. But there IS a 
way to rise above and beyond all things gone before- 
if you but see and grasp the hand that reaches out in 
truth and knowing. 

Man has come to hate truth for he recognizes it not 
from the garbage of lies cast upon him. Man has 
become accepting of his penury, and want, and starva- 
tion (both of body and soul), even of suffering, else he 
would rise and smite the smiter of his destinies. Ah, but 
would this not simply have a more massive smiting 
coming back to himself? So we smite with pen and 
TRUTH. The enemy does not know what to do with 
TRUTH and peaceful STRENGTH. The enemy is forced 
to increase his control and make more obvious his lies 
until he becomes transparent before the world viewers. 
How DARE YOU call this oppression your “destiny”. 

It is not the intended lot of man to be “put down”. 
Man has a temper to grind with his enemy of LIFE and 
FREEDOM; he has a lechery to overcome; he has a 
basket to fill with goodly fruits which he picks of his 
own accord from the Father’s garden of mercy and 
justice; he has a destiny to complete which does not 

come only from some miserable suffering. But man has 
to perceive that which is goodly and sort it from that 
which will cast him down. It behooves man to take of 
that which is of importance TO HIS SOUL for he must 
come to know that he stands falls by HIS OWN 
INTENTIONS. 

I am weary of those who say: Lord, Lord, we love 
You and do Your bidding but simply USE to accomplish 
their hidden agendas. I would have those depart from 
me when they turn and conspire with the Evil One 
adroitly, thinking that I forgive them in that good ever 
comes from such evil thinking. . . for goodness is birthed 
from goodness-not of evil. 

But I find most “timely” the truth in the following 
writings of the “Master” as presented: 

Be advised, beloved friends, for I warn you that 
death is stalking those who linger by the wayside while 
the fields are heavy with the harvests of abundance and 
makes efforts to deny brethren of their rightful harvest. 
This is NOT worthy of any who CLAIM TO BE OF 
GOD. You must arise and be about your Father’s 
business. If your heart is heavy and seems “broken”, 
bind it up and rise to do better in goodness unto those 
who have done what is perceived, by you, to be an 
injury. Prove of your worthiness for doing more injury 
is only to prove the unworthiness for ALL TO SEE 
AND KNOW. 

Friends, be advised: the enemy stalks you, he 
crouches as does a lion in hiding, he tears the very life 
of the soft ones; he roars and he blasphemeth. How- 
ever, I can tell you that he does you NO DAMAGE OR 
INJURY WHILE YOU ARE ABOUT OUR 
FATHER’S BUSINESS. 

It is only when you labor not, but fall into wayside 
mischiefs, does the evil beast find entry to tear at you; 
for he can see your goings and your comings and 
acknowledges that he cannot outwit those who go in a 
straight line in the right pathway. 

He can, however, have a claw to dig at the ones who 
stand on the wayside and/or aid and abet the dragon for 
the dragon has a way to tear down the ones who make 
evil choices. Those ones who turn from God shall fall 
if they stand in the pathway of justice and honor. They 
fall, however, of their own works and actions and to 
speak otherwise in blame is but to further prove dis- 
honor. 

In our mission toward passage from the bondage we 
must have ones who can perceive a lean land and FILL 
IT; they dig wells for fresh water and learn how to 
cleanse that which is tainted; they give it to brethren 
who have thirst. Some with whom we share will have 
stingers with which to prick us but if we are of GOD we 
will prevail. You may well have to dwell with your 
enemy and the enemy of God-but you, within your 
soul, have no cause to honor him. 

I suggest you taunt not, boast not, give neither aid 
nor comfort unto your enemy by praising and flattering 
his self proclaimed prowess or by pretending with him 
for his “favors” that he is brilliant or intelligent. A 
man will be “found-out” by his own actions and intent 
will become revealed. 

Hear me and my words-be wise. Be wise and 
shrewd as a fox-but gentle and blessed as the doves of 
the fields. Beware the self-proclaimed eagles for they 
tear with talons and hooked beak while pretending to be 
the great ruler of God’s gatherers. In the beginning the 
Eagle did not dine on the carcass of his slain victims 
nor scavenge off the rot of decaying bodies. Mankind 
has developed the Eagle’s need to forage among the 
living dead which has caused him to FORGET that he 
is a wonderment of perfection who fuels himself with 
the energy of the universe and dines on the rays of the 
Cosmos. 

Be most cautious of those who merely say, “1 am 
here and would labor with you in the fields of good- 
ness.” Ask as to what he would labor that the 
harvest may be gathered? [END OF PARAPHRASING] 

Each of you claim to want communion with breth- 
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ren and with Hosts. AH, BUT DO YOU? Here, right pottage to fill the belly-especially for the babes-and earn your keep after you get there-it is called HOME. 
here in your dooryard, you have opportunity upon offers good fiber for the gut. Walk softly, friend, and dwell in thought upon 

opportunity to assist and you do not even “think” of it. You will each do that which you will, and speak in these things-for no one is going to, nor can, do it you. 
There is a farm RIGHT HERE that needs repair, paint, gossip as you will-but I can promise you that if you “Oh, but I have no time for serving the farm or 
cleaning, roofing, equipping, building and construct- participate not in that which will hold you safe and other tasks as I have my own...!” you spout off to me. 
ing milling equipment-and only the one or two come secure-you shall NOT BE SAFE AND SECURE. He Well, good buddies, I have no time for serving you for 
forth to help. The fences need mending and prepara- who takes of God’s precious gifts and gives NOT BACK I, also, have my own to attend. Think about it and be 
tion for winter needs accomplishment-but few even is undeserving of reward or shelter. When ones do not sure to wave good-by as the neighbor slams the door in 
offer to help. GOD IS WATCHING THE FLOCK! A accept and appreciate the gifts of LIFE-let them die in your innocent-looking faces. Do I suggest you choose 
VISION is of no value without the actions to accom- their foolishness and be buried by the dead. Keep a sides? 
plish the image. Will you wait for Thanksgiving to door on your larder and coffers and bring your friends “TIME” IS ALL BUT GONE FOR THE CHOOSING. 
share the feast? Oh, dear ones, you let the very gifts of within in need-but lock away the intruders for they WE HAVE WORK TO DO, PLAYING TO DO, LIFE 
eternal LIFE pass you by without participation. You HAVE MADETHEIRCHOICES AGAINST YOU. Why TO LIVE AND GLORY TO BE 
labor not and harvest not that which IS available while would you weep for the offenders? Weep not in silly WELCOME ABOARD-YOU ARE NOT MANDA- 
awaiting it to be handed to you upon the silver platter- thrashings about-each has, in my presence, ability to fact, a lot of you are 
because it fits not your “job description”. Well, perhaps YOU learn and KNOW “TRUTH”. The dependence is upon proving that you are quite dispensable through every 

DON’T FIT INTO “MY” JOB DESCRIPTION. you who will allow them to sneak back within your day and task that presents itself. GOD IS INDISPENS- 

It is time, readers, to be about our Father’s busi- space to hide beneath your garment in hopes of passage ABLE-NONE 
ness. It is time to pick up your sickles and proceed unto on YOUR TICKET. We have entrance requirements of Thank you for your ongoing inquiries and I hope 

the cutting. only ONE SOUL PER TICKET. Will clipping grain in you find the interpretation suitable for I will negotiate 

I can promise you something: IF YOU LABOR the field help earn the ticket? Yes indeed. You do not (if it be with honor in all directions) but I shall not 
NOT THERE SHALL BE NO HARVEST FOR THEE. have to have a commune to help your neighbor-much compromise one tiny iota of the conditions placed forth 

I note that at the farm itself, the moment the trouble the less, self. There are NO GUESTS in God’s KING- by GOD CREATOR, and we all KNOW what are those 
arose-all stopped attending even the garden. Is this to DOM. Understand? You earn your way there and you conditions. Salu. 

make the workers pay even more dearly for their taking 
of responsibility and accepting more burden upon their 
own few shoulders? Is there some reason you as indi- 
viduals cannot cut the heads of grain with your pruners 
or scissors to feed the fowl which will produce you 
eggs?? You are offered ABUNDANCE and you let it 
fall in the fields. 

You who sit upon the bended fence are going to be 
sitting on the fence at lift-off for I will leave you to your 
perch. Great words may well enthral the heart, mind 
and soul but the expression is reflected in the physical 
actions in the fields. IT IS ENOUGH TO PRO- 
CLAIM GOD-YOU MUST REFLECT GOD IN THAT 
WHAT YE WOULD HAVE GIVE UNTO YOU. 
YOU MUST BE WILLING, AT THE LEAST, TO PICK 
UP THE GRAIN LEST IT BE TRAMPLED INTO THE 
SOIL AND WASTED FOREVER. When God offers his 
chariots, will you be there-or waiting for some 
miracle-elsewhere? Your “ending” will reflect your The following message from Sananda is always timely. 

journey and be found in your destination. Oh well...! Phoenix Journal #12, 
It is excerpted from and 

I do not coerce your choices-I ONLY GIVE YOU 
I have “conditions” upon which I base every l/l l/90 

action-every thought! I offer ABSOLUTE allow- 
ance-BUT TELL YOU OF MY OWN “CONDITIONSn . Sananda to commune. I see we have some painful subject matter today. Firstly, allow me to remind you 

I serve GOD CREATOR. If I MAY or CAN also serve ones of something, for great quarrels are being conjured because of ridiculous pronouncements. 

YOU-I am grateful. HIS conditions are MY condi- The word is coming back that this writer declares Jesus to be either extinct or a mental figment or worse, 

tions-and I AM REQUIRED TO LABOR IN THE an imposter and now some new “Sananda” is the big cheese. Oh dear, you ones of that tiny, dark planet with 

FIELDS. Why should I share my harvest with you who all its beauty-do not either listen or see. 

do not labor beside me? What else of wonderment do You are into the time of the “prophecy’s fruition”-not only would I not return as the identical “Jesus” 

you have to do? Can you even remember what you ate than I would return as the identical Quetzal Coat1 or Buddha. STOP your foolishness-even in your tampered 

for dinner Tuesday evening last? How about lunch? “Bibles” it was said that the Christ would bear a new name to designate his position. That name is simply 

When did you last “exercise” at an expensive gym? “ Sananda” . It is a designation and you do not understand the Universal language. I have been coming and 

When did you last wash a wall or paint a ceiling or nail going for some many years in this latter century-as Sananda-mostly to the higher places of teaching and 

a shingle on a roof? When did you last pick fruits of the to the places where the remaining portions of the continents contain remnants of your ancient civilizations. 

garden, pull a weed or preserve a squash-for shelter IT WOULD BE MOST WISE INDEED, IF THE QUARRELS CEASE AND MAN LOOKS AROUND AT THE 

and food? Oh, I will do it for you? I don’t think so for PLIGHT IN WHICH HE IS MIRED. IT IS OF SATAN TO CAUSE DERISION AND DENIAL FOR THERE 

if you contribute not to the larder-call yourself “Mother IS NAUGHT SAVE LIGHT AND TRUTH IN THESE WORDS. CONTINUE TO DENY AND THE GRIM 

Hubbard”. He who helps self in integrity and honor REAPER SHALL EXPUNGE THE LIE AND IT SHALL BE UGLY INDEED. SO BE IT. 

shall reap the reward of same a thousand-fold. I did not How did you expect me to make an entrance and how were you to be prepared7 Did you think I would 

come to tend you-1 came to show you the way. I did not come via Jimmy Bakker or Jimmy Swaggart? How about Ramtha? Mafu? Lazarus? No, I would come again, 

come to labor FOR you-1 came to allow you to receive first within the hearts of man. Further, there would be a great revival of man turning into truth as the Word 

from your own labors. I did NOT come to simply LOVE goes forth-I AM THE WORD! Not this little scribe who would resign her post-“I” AM THE WORD.’ Do 

YOU. I came to offer TRUTH and the MEANING of not be dismayed by those who do not believe-there is no force from God-each will make his choice. You 

LOVE. GOD IS NOT UNCONDITIONAL LOVE- dear ones who make effort at sending forth the word, do not waste of thy time in the remorse of those who 

GOD IS ABSOLUTE LOVE WITH LOTS OF “CONDI- will not hear. As it spreads and grows-they will hear, or, they simply will continue to discredit. If you 

TIONS”. listen-really listen-to their tales, you can know of their ignorance and untruth and they have simply 

Dharma, enough for now, friend, for you may go become ensnared within the tentacles of the liar. 

and glean some supply of grain for the winter feed for It comes from the egos which assume themselves to be “too big” to be attacked and either do not know 

the creatures who shall otherwise be hungry. If need how to remove the evil fragments or find it “beneath” their need to do so. They are easiest to entrap. These 

be, grind it and make bread for the creatures who eat ones “know it all” already and have great “visions” and it usually has more to do with human “following”- 

not the seeds. They do eat seed cake. It is time to attend “fan clubs” and/or riches gaining. Some are simply duped. 

the hatches that the holds may be not empty when they If an “energy” tells you everything you “want” to hear, be highly suspect of that mouth1 Almost 

are battened against the coming storms. The “people” everything coming forth in truth is that which NO ONE WANTS TO HEAR! HOWEVER, WITH IT COMES 

laughed and taunted Noah-also! It is a good parable THE SOLUTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS-AND ALWAYS THE GRACE OF CREATOR AND THE 

myth to be remembered. Millet makes sweet bread and UNLIMITED FORGIVENESS, LOVE AND PLACEMENT. 
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not know when he shall do anything! The structure is 
in place, the agreements made-but hang-ups are still 
working. Just remember something: all the hours of 

Will Mr. Jackson get his job done? I honestly do 

work and investment into the various operations lo- 
cated at that farm before you “toss in the towel”. 
Perhaps a Thanksgiving week-end of painting, roofing 
and winterizing might be better than gorging selves on 
feasting and celebration. Oh well...! If YOU don’t care 
enough-I DON’T EITHER 

No, I am not suggesting that you do the entire farm 
by hand. I do suggest that you who want Dharma to FIX 
IT, for speaking out-go get the keys from Mr. Ence, 

are not protected Mojave Ground Squirrels and feeding make him account for his misdeeds and missing equip- 
stations will just cause proliferation. I asked him if ment and at the least stop PROTECTING the problem, 

PERSONAL WORD FROM DAD they would, however, leave the field where he felt them so that, when we can get the farming underway, the 
to be a problem-all the fields were simply weed patches. other problems are not staring you in the face also. 

What do you see and what do you specifically He agreed but objected to the extra labor to relocate the And by the way-if there are others who don’t want 
HEAR as you plod along your physical pathway? When little ba---. 
you stop seeing that which is around you; when you stop 

This is “just”? This is respect and to participate in such adventures-why stay around 
harmony? So be it, for if YOU feel it IS-YOU HAVE where the problems annoy you? 

thanking God each moment for the experience; when A PROBLEM! Then there is the vegetable patch and berry vines. 
you refuse to hear that which is offered, even when you My reflection, however is not the hole-but the Each without water and overfilled with weeds. The 
question-you are simply existing and NOT LIVING. thoughts surrounding a hole in which you might now be vegetables are now ruined from frost and nobody har- 
You walk in infinite beauty in every moment of this standing knee deep. Well, in this instance it was of vests the good remaining. The thought comes: WHY 
wondrous journey and, yet, you see only that which the relief, for a broken leg is most annoying when you have DOES GOD BOTHER WITH US WHEN WE HAVE SO 
emotional life-stream will allow. When the heart is so much work to do as to be stymied anyway. So much LITTLE RESPECT FOR HIS GIFTS?!?! Ence took 
bent and broken-how many beautiful flowers do you for the hole. Next, turn the thoughts to loss of crops. ALL of the tractor and plow equipment to his own 
see? How many do you stop to smell’? you hear the Then the feeling washes over that it would be so much private location for auction-after running the funds 
sound of crickets or the chatter of squirrels, or do you better to just have the hundreds and hundreds of pounds through the Institute, to cover the notes, while serving 
only imagine the clutter and clatter of their little voices, of lentils and millet which was now wasted on the fields as President of the Board of Directors of the Institute. 
as the mind ponders its revenge or, at the least, man- so that at least you would have the funds spent for Fine. He arranged for the funds from his Mother, so he 
agement of the time for healing? seeds-or at the least, the stash of grain and lentils for uses the money, but either the Institute has to repay the 

Yesterday in the millet field where Dharma was the larder. Then, the next overwhelming thought is, notes or the funds are lost and the Institute must 
gathering grain, she was angry that Rod had taken the “What do we do now?” account for them. Upstanding? No, I don’t think so, 
ONLY keys to the harvest equipment and had lied when After the grain plot, they moved to the sunflower friends. Or perhaps my ideals of rightness and wrong- 
he said he had mailed them to Utah to the lenders of the field, where there are ripening sunflower heads-only ness are warped, but I don’t think so! 
financing for the swather and harvester machines. The to find thousands upon thousands of blackbirds eating Did you expect it to be somehow different because 
keys weren’t his to send nor his to toss away-but he their way to overweight. There were at least two to this was OUR mission, our projects, our journey? In- 
did so. However, he did NOT send them along with three “blasters” bought for the sunflower field but Rod deed you did! Now, perhaps, we can get on with our 
their manuals to the people in Utah as he claimed. didn’t bother to hook them up-and now they can’t be jobs with proper attention to the tasks at hand. We no 
grain is lost for there is no way to cut it without now found (still in their boxes). Well, perhaps they are also longer will tolerate the slip-shod management of busi- 
destroying it. (He didn’t even do that much-you will in the diesel fuel tank! ness ventures by the ones who “just come” for “God to 
be quite annoyed and surprised to find what he did with And, who do you suppose keeps coming and open- take care of...” When a man will say how wondrous 
those keys and other things which you will find and ing the house doors and leaving them open? The God is for always providing-YOU CAN BET YOUR 
“surprise” you “trick or treat”.) Well, YOU guess what Shadow?? Spud doesn’t let a stranger within 50 yards LAST PENNY THAT SOMEBODY IN THE SHAPE 
is in the diesel tank plugging the outlet! Nothing can of that house!!! Games? No, these are not games nor OF A HUMAN BEING IS ATTENDING THE NEEDS 
get into the diesel tank without BEING PUT THERE accepted as cute Halloween pranks. There is now a WHILE THE TAKER LAUGHS AT yoU. 
FROM THE OPENING IN THE TOP! You THOUGHT guard living on the premises so I suggest you spread the You queazy ladies with the little children should go 
you were dealing with a mature MAN? No, you were word to be cautious in the trick arena. to the farm and look at the dead cats behind the barn. 
dealing with a man who TAKES and plants revenge What killed them? What happened to the birds and 
when caught in his own trap of lies and deceit. Worse, PLANTING farm fowl? Well, they were, fortunately, sold because 
he teaches his children to be equally cruel and hard. there came a buyer-but they were not Ences to sell 
The public image is beautiful and serene, but the pain But from his heart, E.J. asks me, “What of plant- without consultation. 
is whirling like a “dust devil”. The little boys were ing-what do you want us to do?” Farmers with Now, you say: well, they had to sell them to move 
allowed to catch ground squirrels and poke them, punc- equipment left after bankruptcy at the hands of govern- after eviction. Number one: they WERE NOT 
ture them, cut them and then stomp them. This is a ment are scarce. Spelt needs planting a month ago and EVICTED. Number two: JUST THROUGHROD ENCE, 
game? No, I think not! Did Mommy know? The rest at the latest a week ago. What will we do? Well, what they were provided with a home, utilities, a vehicle, 
of you KNEW-how could she NOT KNOW? But back do you WANT TO DO? You have at least four choices: and all living expenses. They had assistance for food 
to the field: as Dharma and E.J. walked down the weed find a farmer and rent equipment (if you can garner and dental/medical for the children. In addition, the 
overgrown row to meet Al, she stepped in a hole that enough funds), plant later than optimum and remain income alone was well OVER $50,000 a year, roughly 
was to her knees. Just wham, and she was in it- “marginal” in crop production, and/or as soon as pos- calculated, WITHOUT considering the personal in- 
stunned but thankful to not have been running, for a sible begin to WORK THE LAND for next Spring and come from crops or eggs. If there were repairs, the 
broken leg would have resulted in any forward motion. some Summer crops, or leave it lay fallow and try to get costs were covered by OTHERS and others provided the 
The thought came of ground squirrels but the hole was some equipment of smaller variety to get the weeds work in most instances. And, the children were PAID 
too large; then weasels; and then the thought of a rattle- under control. by OTHERS for their services, good or bad, at the wages 
snake loomed next-ah, but nothing bit her, so “ok”- If you choose to have a late year planting of Spelt of the man. 
just get out and go on. Rick found two such holes which I can give you to the middle of November, and offer rain Ah, but you want Dharma, who finally could no 
would break the leg of a horse if it stepped within. But to start the seeds or at the least help winter them. Past longer work hard enough to continue the pay scale, to 
my point is: WHAT WERE THE THOUGHTS?? Do you mid-November, it is unworthy of effort or seeds for a FIX IT because somehow she represents the voice of 
see the holes, watch for the holes in a normal field and winter crop. If you choose to plant “late” you will have God and must not offend or respond as human. It 
walk around them, or do you just hippity-hop and hit to plant VERY HEAVILY so that the grain can get up becomes TOO MUCH. How many of you who felt Ences 
every one of them? Obviously Dharma just walks into and smother out the weeds in early Spring. Or, would got a raw deal at the farm and gave parties to them, who 
them. You must understand, of course, that a well you be better to simply get another silo or two UP and weren’t going anywhere save stepping up into better 
tended field will not have five-year-old burrows in its buy grain? Well, chelas, this is a hard one because housing, have gone to help salvage the farm??? How 

middle for the animals will move to the perimeters to there is no way to tell until Mr. Jackson does his job- many of you have picked one millet spray or cleaned out 
dig entrances to avoid having to re-dig community to see funds for major storage ON TURNER’S PROP- the knee-deep horse stall or the bird or chicken coops 
openings for major “neighborhood” tunnel complexes. ERTY WHICH HE PLANS TO SELL AS SOON AS HE left without so much as emptying the feed dishes? 
I asked Rod to make feeding stations on the edges ofthe CAN DO SO. HE HAS TO, AS HE IS IN FINANCIAL Please spare me, readers, and DO NOT ASK FOR 
fields-he did nothing. He then announced that these TROUBLE. MORE AND MORE AND MORE-UNTIL YOU AT- 
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TEND THE MESS LEFT FOR, AGAIN, DHARMA and “evictors” while full intent was to shift, replace and 
AND E.J., ALONG WITH CHARLES, TO ATTEND. restructure while “vacating” the premises to try and 
Art, thank you for unstintingly giving of your talents 
and work to get milling equipment rolling again. Gene 

salvage something of the mess, is unacceptable. In the 
beginning no-one “blamed” and month after downhill 

H. and Bob J.: thank you for pitching in to help. And month it was one meeting and agreement made follow- 
thank you, Jeff, for tending Spud-he is old and lonely ing another-each BROKEN BY ROD. And then the 
and Turner can’t spend time with him. objection flows back that we “should understand”. No, 

Ed Clear-y kissed off his debts to us and took off for we don’t “need to understand” the foolish statements of 
Tennessee and parts East. He said he was going where 
he was appreciated and that he should have been placed 

another who doesn’t know anything about the circum- 

in charge of all these plans IF THEY ARE OF GOD 
stances and are fed misperceptions and outright lies. 
The problem becomes as racism or cultism focus-the 

because he has eighty-some-odd years of experience entire of the flock has to be included in the chicken 
and was a priest in the Catholic Church? Come again??? 
He and others took thousands of dollars to use, to get 

klatch which was likely not unified in the first place. 

what they hoped would be financing from the Philip- 
However, look carefully at all facets of a given problem 
and see how really far back go the symptoms of any 

pines to do the projects necessary-and kissed it off current encounter. Note the traits, the deceptions, the 
with, “It’s none of your business”! Whose business is chattering, the minding of everyone’s business, the 
it? People: whose business is it??? He is now gone to little problems introduced “innocently”, the “hurtful 
“look over possibilities” and would be back “for his gossip” or silly staging of events and circumstances- 
farewell party”. Well, I hope so, for he is a friend and all these things grow and grow and finally, if not 
he edited and TRIED to find resources. But I wonder- attended, BURST FORTH IN FULL-BLOWN EXPLO- 
he is elderly, he was severed from his priesthood by the SION. 
“Church” -long, long, long ago. Who will attend him? Then comes the home environment and how it is 
Who will care for and love him when he is ill and structured and works. Do EACH of the parties involved 
infirm? The problem is, friends, WHEN YOU KISS- contribute equally but each to his own task or output? 
OFF GOD, YOUHAVEN’TMUCHREMAINING WITH Or do the parties “just exist” waiting on the others to 
WHICH TO HOLD OR PROTECT. support them in every encounter along life’s journey? 

Is this housecleaning? Is this sorting? Someobject How long can the lopsided load be carried by the 

to just tossing aside the upheavals as “sorting selves”. “other”? Well, let me remind you that when, finally, 
But I ask you: how do YOU sort? How much does the the RESPECT goes-there goes EVERYTHING OF 
landlord tolerate from the tenant who is working against VALUE because sex becomes control and “in-love” is 
him constantly and destroying rather than building7 already GONE. Ponder it. As long as you call the 
HOW MUCH? How long do you allow the TAKING wrong things “LOVE” you will NEVER find LOYE! 
FROM OTHERS (like YOU) for self and then cast rocks You may well have “co-dependence” but that indicates 
back at the ones who finally CANNOT GO ON CAR- some sort of immature addiction to pain and dissatis- 
RYING THE BURDEN? Is it lack of communication, faction in the world of “fantasy land” and self punish- 
really? NO, you object to “speaking of problems” as ment. When the loser is tossed out on her/his ear-they 
“gossip”-while others have to bear the burden of the grow up or find another to live off, as parasites, who 
assaults while you close your eyes and minds and carry unrest and unhappiness with them as surely as 
pretend the problem doesn’t exist. Then when the back night follows day. This is as real with a nation as a 
breaks from the last straw piled on-you protect the couple. Your RIGHT is to allow whatever you will- 

straw-piler and kick the beast ofburden. Is this Godly? but not to cause any other to have to endure your 
No, it is foolishness! choices. I am not being “hard” or “callous” to anyone, 

As we efforts to sit again together, it is any group or any country-this is just the way it IS. If 
awkward and feelings are high and confused. This is 
fine, people, for you will respond to anything in “reac- 

these shoes fit, then wear them-but do not complain if 

they pinch or expect someone ELSE to fix it. These are 
tion” but it is time to find the routing of REASON and 
RESPONSE instead of the immediate assumptions and 

simple FACTS OF LIVING. 

actions without insight. 
I am reminded of Dalene’s story of her dreams 

THIS IS EXACTLY WHY YOU HAVE TO KNOW 
which bothered her and appeared every time she was 

WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOUR WORLD AND YOUR 
faced with hard decisions and problems. She would be 

GOVERNMENT, YOUR NATION OR YOUR NEIGH- 
%ying” to move but attached to her was a rumpled bed 

BOR BEFORE YOU LAUNCH OUT WITH MILITIAS, 
and rusty frame. EVERY TIME! In “dream-work” she 
chose that focus to try and see why she always dragged 

GUNS AND SOLUTIONS WHICH WILL ONLY SLAY that rumpled bed everywhere she went as involved 
YOUR OWN PEOPLE, LOSE YOUR ASSETS AND problems and sometimes even when she was quite 
END YOU UP IN PRISONS INSTEAD OF THAT happy. This went on for several years and it always left 
FREEDOM YOU SEEK AND DEMAND. YOU CAN- her sad and depressed. So, dreams are YOURS; they 
NOT CHANGE A WORLD BY OBJECTING AND mean ONLY SOMETHING TO YOU; you write the 
GETTING INTO PRISON OVER THE LITTLE LAWS dreams, live the dreams and the meanings are singu- 

AND DRIVER’S LI- larly yours-so YOU know what they mean and have to 
CENSES-FOR THESE THINGS ARE 

decipher that answer for self. There are ways to play at 
this game of deciphering and it only usually takes a 
minute with a partner knowing what to do and demand 
and ask-to have an “ah-ha” solution appear as if from 
nowhere. Well, a few minutes into the questioning and 
answering-the Ah-Ha came bursting onto the mind: 
“I made my own bed and now I have to drag it and sleep 
in it, as is, or make it, change it and/or get rid of it!” 
She immediately changed the sheets and cut the shack- 
les and finds life carries a lot more insight. If, by the 
way, Dalene, if that bed shows up again-I suggest you 
look at it carefully before you change those old sheets, 
however, for the problem WILL NOT BE THE SAME 

Life is one encounter after another that probably 
DISAGREES with what you THINK a thing should be. 
That IS life. What you need is more preparation for 
living and relationships and less trying to change the 
sheets when they aren’t dirty but simply don’t fit the 
bed. YOU may be the one most diffkult to live with- 
not the perceived other party-from YOUR viewpoint. 
It is when both are willing to WORK to resolve the 
confrontations and problems that maturity, love, re- 
spect and communion can enter into the picture. Or do 
you just continue to tear down “the other” and, finally, 
in the throes of facing the circumstance, turn away and 
BLAME another or others for your own addiction or 
predicament7 How can you have a healthy and bal- 
anced life flow with SICK PEOPLE? How do m get 
well? Get OFF your ego and get busy SEEING within 
and LOOK AT SELF-FIRST, and then WORK WITH 
THAT “OTHER”, BE IT ONE OR A BILLION-TO 
SEE WHAT yoU CAN DO. IF IT IS NOT YOUR 
PROBLEM-THEN MOVE AWAY AND RELEASE. 
Providing crutches to an uncrippled person is NOT A 
SOLUTIGN. 

YOU have to take responsibility for SELF and if 
you like-your predicament-stay in-it. But when you 
build a strong and right foundation for self-emotion- 
ally-you may find you are quite weary and broken 
from the burden of carrying another’s habits and de- 

mands or “just being” as an ornament to clutter your 

space. You can push on a wet noodle forever and not 
budge it one iota from its place where it has glued itself 
to the table-but you can get out there and detach self 
or get in front and pull. If you pull and the noodle 

breaks-get the hell out of your own way! Or at the 
least get the hell out of MY WAY, so I can get my job 
done! Is this hard or unfair? Neither-it is absolutely 
reasonable and more than fair if the other has been 
warned. Threats are of NO VALUE! ! Be responsible 
in truth-for self. Then, require that the “other” be 
responsible. And then, squarely face the circumstance 
and make necessary changes in attitude or purpose, see 
how the bed is rumpled or tidy, DARE TO TAKE A 
CHANCE AND MOVE ON, or quit complaining about 
your plight. YOU MADE THAT BED, DRAG THAT 
BED-AND YOU LIE IN IT. IT IS THE LAW 
OF THE UNIVERSE. When you get weary enough and 
crippled enough from dragging the bed-you will change it. 

I bid you good morning. Salu. 

THE LITTLE INDIVIDUAL ENCOUNTERS OF 
FARMS AND LAWSUITS. YOU HAVE TO KNOW 
HOW THINGS ARE REQUIRED TO “WORK” BE- 
FORE SIMPLY BLASTING OUT IN ACCUSATIONS 
AND FALSE RECOGNITION. 

We did not, for instance, “drive away” ANYONE. 
We even sought every conceivable way to shift without 
hurting while upgrading them. We have no animosity 
now, even after the bashing, for we understand misun- 
derstandings and inner pain while worrying and con- 
cerning over the children-actually, the family as a 
whole But to then be called “evi1 leaders” and “spy” 
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myriads of pieces of information and comment of addi- 
tional input-and is without beginning or ending. 

Some of the very important topics discussed are: 
What to do when you see them coming for your land. If 
you think they are after you, consult a lawyer now. 
Time to clean house-WHAT TO DO IF POLICE SHOW 

f:“; wh?tfier Gm$ or short-si4z road-?nat- 
Other topics are: 

Know Your Rights. 
Civilization Of The Universe 

:. .: . . . ,:. Essence Of Nature OfHuman 
LAWS OF CREATION 

., : . . . . 5104 $6.00 234 God Has A Plan 2000 

. . . . . ., :.:. * I..:.. .,:.I.‘.:. -:, ,;. . . ..’ BLUE BEAM 

It is important, from time to time, to REMEMBER 
Revenge Is Out; Make Friends Of Enemies. 

that we have THOUSANDS of pages of information out 
Who Is HATONN? 

to you and, yet, new readers find only an issue or two 
Soltec And Recent Earthquakes 

and base all conclusions on same. It is not wise nor is 
Government’s Business Is To Control 

it appropriate to do so. This is, further, WHY we write 
Electronic Shutdown Of Autos 

dated “journals”- so that the story is inclusive of 
More Success With Pen And Paper Power. 

Only One volume of the Pleiades Connection series was released from the court in Fresno: 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

(522) $6.00 210 Pages 

You can learn the truth about the origins of humans upon this planet, our purposes here 
and the truth has been hidden from us. 

We help to overcome all of our major difficulties Ewe will return to living under the 
Laws of Creation and God. 

Other topics covered: types of dwellings best for our from now on (patterened after 
Pleiadian dwellings). What true love is-Spacecraft-Types of metal used in them-About 666 
and its significance- The truth about robotoids our world leaders and much, much more. 

5130 
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a 
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In this deeply disturbing JOURNAL, Sananda 
exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”, 
the adversary to God of Light. Satan’s fall from 
status as “Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how he 
gains his power through evil deception, what 
his tools are and what his limitations are. 
Additional topics: Satan’s Beginning-Satanic 
Commandments-Witchcraft-Satanic Symbols 
-Evil Versus Sin-Satan’s Clever Poison-Drug 
Addiction-Satanic Music-The Psychology Of 
Evil-High Profile Satanic Groups And High Evil 
Satanic Ritual Days. 

., ; _:. ) “,‘,‘, ‘I:.. ,‘. : 
.: : .:+V’C,y; IN 6: ‘~ISHBOWI,.,r’.. 

, . . . . . By @@jR(JJs c-R&:, ,.@j jj j., : ,:;. )” ‘.I:,.; $&’ 
,;“.,.:‘j/::‘. ‘(.,Jlj$,); $6.00. 2t+j Pages] :, ‘-’ (.,;;:-:‘.:f, ,. ,,Y. ..’ ..,: ,,., .: . . . ., ,. . ., ‘... 
This JOURNAL is part II of 

( J4 ). The Government’s 
thirst for information on its citizenry is un- 
quenchable. Is privacy possible? This document 
contains very pragmatic “how to” and tactical 

suggestions to help you legally “fade into the 
background”. Additional topics: S&Ls-The Real 
Estate Market-Oil-Bonds-Precious Metals- 
The IRS- The New (traceable) Currency-The 
War On Privacy-Electronic Intrusion-Cashless 
Society-If Your Home Is Invaded-The Estate 

That Never Dies-Special Report (On Cor- 
porate Strategy). 

This JOURNAL describes the unlawful activities 
of the Legislative, Judicial & Executive branches 
of the U.S. Government. Some topics covered: 
Tunkashila Speaks-The Secret New Constitu- 
tion-How American-Israel Public Affairs Com- 
mittee (AIPAC) Buys Congress-Purpose Of Gun 
Control-Consequences Of Defying God’s Laws- 
The Abuse Of Sister Charlotte-One Worlders Of 
The Lucis Trust (Luciferian Trust) Are Exposed- 
Jonestown-Khazars-The 
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